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SABIAN FUNDAMENTSLS I SPIRITUAL GRATITUDE

This lesson, inaugerating the second half of a tenth year in 
the presentation of the Philosophy of Concepts (Class Mfs lessons 1101- 
1126) and beginning a series of twenty-six studies which hereafeter will 
provide the new student with his introduction to the Sabian work (as 
first lessons in a graded instruction), is a consideration of the first 
of eight phases in the art of living. The statement of underlying 
principle at this threshold of study is as follows. There is no spir
itual progress possible for man unless he remain true to source. The 
development of the desire to progress spiritually in life, the uncover
ing and recognition of the individual source, and the growth into a 
capacity to remain true to this source in every least little activity 
and interest of daily living, are the three steps before the student.
The first of these is generally marked in the few of any and every age, 
but when the few are really touched theee is often a broad and wide
spread turning to higher things upon the part of people generally, be
cause of the leavening influence tof the few. History reveals a pendu
lum swing between the high and }.ow points of this general interest, and 
the low point is the product of two factors. First, the few usually 

are not &ble to keep ahead of their fellows whom they have unwittingly 
inspired (the salt has lost its savor), and secondly, the fine point of 
the desire for higher things is dulled in the confusion of a general 
interest in them and there is a lessened tendency for the calling out 
of the few to blaze a further trail for the race. Because the world 
in modern times has reached a high point of general interest in the 
enduring values of being, the Sabian work is dedicated entirely to the 
prevention of any swing towards a low point until much more has been 
accomplished in the bettering of the |ahysical and psychological lot of
$he average person. The effort is twofold, or to strengthen thein-



dividual who may he the center of leavening influence in his own im
mediate circle of average concern with average affairs, and to assist 
in the calling to greater service of those who may he capable of mem
bership among the few (leading as a minimum result in the latter case 
to the estblishment of some new centers among men for their leavening 
towards a life more full in terms of the values Known to them). The 
uncovering and recognition of individual source is the religious activ 
ity of man, or his reaching out to some superior root of being, and it 
is convenient to express this as the art of living, and to put down its 
achievement and the conservation of its achievement as the subject for 
proper initial inquiry by the student.

The conservation of achievement in the individual is first of 
all a making clear to him &hat he actually has achieved, that he is to 
be judged within and of himself, and that comparison withthe progress 
of others is wholly for symbolizing ( making real, clear to him) the 
values that are a part of him. It is impossible to compare men in a 
spiritual sense. One who serves in a very narrow environment may turn 
srfeynnt. to be of the few, andone of worl-wide acclaim may not be yeast at 
all byt merely a bubble in the leavening mass. Loyalty is the first les
son for the student, and loyalty begins at home in a recognition of the 
divinity knherent within him. An attitude towards Source must be set 
up, one stabilizing in nature. This may be expressed very aptly as 
spiritual gratitude, a constant inspiration of Spirit (within the self, 
directly, and from outside certification which, of course, are actual
ly reflections of the real state of the inner man). In order that 
this may bedeveloped, the student is called upon for a constant renew
al of his recognized and prior inspirations. Forbidden to him is any
turning in spirit on that which at one time uplifted him, for such is

■

disloyalty to self. Source is necessarily changeless. It was the 
changeless element in the prior inspiration that caught him. Let him 
renew thisJ Let him return to old scenes now and then, and call uo
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in that spiritual gratitude of the soul termed sentiment, the touch
^  with Source there known, and then known.

The conscious approach to life mastery is consequently the 
realization that all things are best measured inwardly, and that growth 
in its true sense is not to be seen as change but rather as expansion 
from a changeless Source, that the new includes rather than excludes 
the old, uses rather than repudiates experience, rejoices in rhther 
than escapes from knowledge. If all life can bee seen as someness, 
the spiritual development may be grasped as moreness, and purely phys
ical comparrisons or distinctions between persons may be avoided as any 
measure of the real values of being. With this view there is no need 
to seal up phases of experience and so create complexes, cysts of self
hood that seoner or later will burst and upset the whole course of being.

The general control of environment, which becomes possible 
^ w h e n a  man learns how to be faithful to Source, to win all phases of

environment to M s  service through his spiritual gratitude or loyalty 
of thigs true and enduring, is the approach to life as a coiled 
spring. At the center is God, and at the center of the feing 
known to the individual is his higher self, the divinity within him
self. lf he could touch the center of all life he would be of God 
able to do all things. And, actually, within himsilf, he can do just 
this, and indeed can control all things to the degree he can make them 
his own, that is, hie real spiritual concern. Descartes puts it, "I 
think, therefore * am”, Bergson, "I endure, therefore I am", but Sabian 
philosophy, "I bring to center, therefore I ami" The relating or 
patterning of things is at the root of genuine cre^ive power, the true 
gitting to center. All Sabian technique is patterning, an uncovering 

^  of enduring relationships at every hand.
The enlarged recognition of values following upon any true 

bringing to center is achieved by the normal activity of religion or 
the art of living, the practice of the presence or the conscious moving



towards inspiration for the sake of sensing an enlargement of being, 
for acquiring a more and more difinite personality. here is an in
creased relating of all things, and of all other personalitiees, to 
self. Spiritual significance and signatures are aaen in the details 
of surrounding environment. A greater reality frames a spiritual 
gratitude for the changeless same, yesterday, today, and forever. Di
vine order becomes known as a matter of experience because in the prac
tice of spiritual gratitude an enduring personality finds itself, capa
ble and real in its relaing of all things in some one or another pat- 
ternof divine purpose.

The contribution toenduring personality, the popper goal of 
every single effort spent in study (because it is only through real or 
enduring personality that man serves society and so justifies his ex
istence) is here the realization that it is necessary to appreciate
self to be appreciated by others, or to be able to appreciate others, 

kernalThe very frangvfrggi-gar of religion is the ©covering of Source, within self, 
as appreciation, as self-unfoldment with Divinity a partner in self
intimacy.

The first note in the commitment of self is therefore Source, 
the firm and eternal expression of loyalty or spiritual gratitude, and 
organization becomesa keyword of the process. This is not participation 
in organizations (although it might be) but is the organizatioh or 
patterning of self ina twofold relationship of social and personal.
There is a necessary interweaving of the ohigations to society and 
self in comformity to the highest ideals, and to this these lessons 
will now be directed.
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SABIAN FUNDAMENTALS II ~  INVISIBLE FELLOWSHIP

This lesson is a consideration of the second of eight phases 
in the art of living, and the statement of underlying principle, at 
this point in a study of fundamentals, is as follows. Man's attitude 
of mind is the result and not the cause of his immediate preideament in 
life. This will seem a flat contradiction of ^ew Thought and occult
ism, and their praxtical psychology, hut at the very beginning of the 
Sabian work there must he an avoidance of narrow doctrinarianism, and 
the student must at all costs presemve himself from any bondage to his 
own limitations of thinking and experience, as would happen if the re
verse of the principles were true. There may seem in the principle a 
complete surrender oto the behaviorifefcs, by whom environment is made the 
one supreme directive factor in all life, hut it will he seen, in the 
Sabian point of view, that all expressions and claims of thruth are true 
within the limits of conceptive power in the claiming faculty, and be
haviorism, like transcendental psychology, falls only in being more 
dogma than principle, ^here will be h these lessons, at all times, 
ah appeal to the ocpreience of the individual, neber to or against his 
allegiances, formed or to be formed. The pprmaeh to life in terms of 
a predicament, experience pure and unadulterated, is therefore p®haps 
the most characteristic feature of the Sabian presentation. If man is 
to be seen as the victim of circumstances (whether these are dreated 
by him or not,in this life or other lives), and visualized as seeking 
extrication from that in which he is enmeshed, he is accepted as less 
than divine, capable at times at least of being paat of what is no 
part of him, and so being unreal. Life is a predicament in an inner 
rather than exterior sense. These outer factors of life are real of 
themselves, but man, in establishing his own place in an immediate 
situation, makes a choice, under he terms of the free will which is 
his, and selects a pattern of reality which reflects the reality with-
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in himself-, not that -which -is exterior* Jhis -is - predicament he— .-
cause the law of being is progress, and one selection makes a further 

/#"%S one necessary. Not only is man selecting, but what he selects (in and 
through its own nature) is making further selections for him (usually 
in spite of him) pyramiding the whole to a hopeless mass. The pre
dicament of the aerage life is a congestion of relationships, with man 
snarled in life, like a kitten in a skein of yarn. Attitude of mind 
is the real inner man’s participation in the essence of his predica
ment. The average individual struggles towards extricaton from lim
itation, normally upon the enemy's ground at the dnemy's dictates. He 
is doomed to defeat because he wiill never get behind his own attitudes
of mind.

The conservation of achievement in theindividual is an es
tablishment of a basisi of reality that is not a part of the life pre
dicament, and that will not be carried down to extinction when life has 
thoroughly twisted itself up into annihilation in the phenomenon of 
common death. Let the student observe youth! Here is endowment, a 
supplus of energies and interests! What happens to the usual life?
It is a matter of surrender to environment by acceptance of the mental 
attitudes as real. The thoughtsof the world, the aggregate of its 
points of viewor roots of social activity, are to be found in the 
hierachies of attitude in world relationships. Different aces, na
tions, communities, social strata, families and the like set up pre
dicaments on a larger scale, and naturally sustain only that which con
forms to them. Youth rises, contriutes of its magnificent endowment, 
peiishes in the flash of its contribution. *ut man is not created to 
be thus a mere part of ±±xthings. Religion exists to make facts livable, 
as science exists to make facts thinkable and philosophy tomake them 
remarkable or worthy of special attention in special reverence. Liv- 
abel facts are a reality contributing to the selfhood rather than its 
predicament, and they are gained in a fellowship with them in and
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through Source.For the development of a cuscian it is necessary 
that he move in a special musical environment until he is saturated 
with music, until his dominant attitudes of mind are thoroughly condi
tioned by musical pattern per se. In this case it is easy to see that 
a seeker may choose to enter the musical world, and put himself in the 
way of musical conditioning, ^or gaining the higher spiritual atti
tudes of mind the precise same thing is done, the seeker by a free aet 
of will entering into the Invisible Fellowship of the illuminated minds 
of all ages.

The conscious approach to life mastery is consequently the 
utilization of selective conditioning, that which is the real genius of 
the mystical way, a deliberate subjection of self to the chhsen hier 
archy of balues. The ofli&ary predicament of life preserves itself 
becausb it hapes every participating mind into a dependence upon ite 
self, ^ut in the invisible fellowship a special predicament is erect 
ed, a determination to shpae all things to ultimate abstract and so un
limited value rather than to be the concrete conservation and development 
of itself as such. Life becomes livable in the fullness of spiritual 
gratitude because its reference is to elements that preserve the youth, 
the eternal onOlooking in selfhood. Life becomes immortal in a prac
tical sense, spiritual in a higher meaning.

The general control of environment, when man becones a part of 
a larger and unlimited predicament, is expressed in the invisible fel
lowship, the company of saints, the body of Christ, and thisis evident 
in the use of spiritual ritual or the exercise of values, properly un
derstood, or a practice in lower conformity to higher purpose. Busi
ness thus becomes a game, pleasure a prayer, attitude of mind a con- 
stant gratitude for the divinity inherent in this thing or that all 
of which is genuine ritual. Invisible fellowship is practies until 
it becomes real to the lowest senses, and as signature of the new power



in things for him the student makes his demonstrations and seeks the 
most oridnary evidences of higher patterning in his affairs.

The enlarged recognition of values following upon any gaining 
of the invisible fellowship is dramatically illustrated in the prim
itive church, and in the great works and transformed lives of the early 
Christians, as noted in their own actions and in their tremendous in
fluence upon the hopelessly corrupt world in which they dwelt. In 
such as the early New Thought and occult groups, when with the actual 
feel of the greater thing they reached and changed the lives of mil
lions for the better. In a live group, such as the Sabian body seeks 
to be, there is a demand for this power-producing pioneer touch with 
reality, because it is in such that invisible fellowship is gained.

The contribution t enduring personality, through the lifting
of the life to power in servise, is here the realization of the truth 

potency togetherof the igrare-feagy of two or three gathered in the name of some
supetior personality, because of the fact that there is in this a liv
ing in such a reality. Buy means of group work the Sabian student 
learns to enter genuine higher consciousness, to think in great minds.

The second note in the commitment of self is therefore slef- 
direction to invisible fellowship, and ritualization becomes keyword of 
the process. Eventually an ordering of the whole life , at the begin
ning it is enterieng into consciousness with more advanced students, to 
help the touch with group center. Thus both beginning and advanced 
students study the same current lessons, but the beginner is only 
asked that he read in each until at least one spark of interest i® 
struck from self, that he geing with the ritual of it, to help warm 
the group center.
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SABIAN IUNDAMENTALS III —  INDIVIDUAL KEYNOTES

This lesson is a consideration of the third of eight phases 
in the art of living, and the statement of underlying principle, at 
this point in the studey of fundamentals, is as follows* The manner of 
doing a thing is always of more importance than the thing done. Here 
is a direct and practical application of the necessity for a ritual of 
living, if the individual is to avoid bondage to his own attitudes of 
mind, his immediate predicament in life. Perhaps the most observab&ife 
fact h nature is its prodigality, as in society it is the actual use
lessness of most of the motions through which a man is foflced to go in 
the course of a normal day’s living. Business can become a game, and
life a contest in which fcfchre are prizes for ©veryone, because of the

actual
infinite expnasion of life, even ifi physical aspects fat beyond xkkh±±x 
practical necessity, ^an could dwell upon the land in the narrow lim
its of his own family, and wiiih li&fele real effort meet the demands of 
food, shelter, protection and the urge to procreate, granting, of 
course, that he possessedhis present knowledge and equipment without 
his present obligations. But when he ®as a savage the effort towards 
these goals met defeat more often than victory, and the mere &ask of 
existence was almot insuperable, Participation in higher things 
makes the conquest of lower needs a rather simple mattey, but existence 
pee se, the individual predicament of being, is never easy. Even if 
the savage there is an attitude of mind as the root of living, and 
while this may elect its basic predicament within the limits of its 
knowledge, it must hae a predicament in order to be. Civilization 
is man’s development of broader and broader social predicaments. He 
sets up nations and international business relations, he develops ma
chinery and appliances for genuine comfort in life, yet in all this 
there isonly the fruitage of effort that has been intesiified and made 
potent hy the baffling higher predicaments set up by the minds cnntrib-
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uting to human welfare. Whether it he power, vanity and the selfish
ness of man, or altruism, great religious conviction and the love of 
man, there is in it all a predicament and its invisible fellowship with 
predicaments of like kind, i.e., society. Life is lifted from the 
mere physical to the larger social pattern, and in the latter ir is the 
significance of things rather than things that become paramount. Hence 
it is the manner of doing and not the thing done that contributes to 
the life of social man as opposed to the animal, seen in the drggging 
delfishness and revellion of those who cannot rise to the larger pre
dicament of race, nation, community, family or acquaintance circles. 
Culture, properly understood, is the great spiritual force that uplifts 
the race, and it becomes the change and responsibility of the real 
aristocracy of man, or those who live in the invisible fellowship of 
souls free in their spiritual gratitude.

The cnservation of acheivement in the individual is there
fore the lifting of the individual to a point of service in the highest 
predicament that can be made real to him, and this is accomplished in a 
spiritual work by the realization of life in all its details. Thus 
orthodoxy makes everything in life a matter of prayer, and to the saved 
soul rhe sense of the constant presence of a personal Savior at his 
side awakens him to the general ugliness and hrronness of ordinary
life, and in his realization of this he gains the agony of a true soul-
challengi&g „ , , .yfr-gagyvanr predicament and so is able to transform himself and his
little world to the glory of a high free choice. He works not with 
things but with their significance, and in his attention to the manner 
ofdoing he contributes to the aristocracy of the immortals. The 
specialized spiritul student accomplishes the same results in a larger 
way, and less blindly, by taking direct hold of the problem of his won 
attitudes of mind, by the coneiousnessdevelopment of an individual key
note or personalisignificance in that socil scheme where his predica-

/



ment in life has placed him. He understallies that all men are members 
of one body, in ttferms of Paul’s great idea, and when he is taught that 
he may select the body to which he may belong he takes a fresh and 
broader interest ii life as a whole and by this mere hope as lif/^ted be
fore him he becomes a real part of society in its very highest aspect.

The conscous approach to life mastey is consequently the 
determination b£ the part of the individual wishes to play in the broad 
outer seheme of biing. If what is done with things, and how this is 
done, is to engross him, rather than the things themselves, the first 
act of choice is a election of the individual keynote. When things 
as things lose their value, in other words, and the selfish incentives 
of power, riches and the like are automaticaly destroyed in the very 
arrival at a poont of spiritual decision (although as instincts they 
will crop up in consciousness and prove very useful onee the life has 
been framed in a larger predicament), theindividual keynote supplies 
the outer focuas in life. Primarily it is the ooint of maximum inter
est in the social acheme, the grade of living, the spending iklass of 
the individual. There is a social balance in all things, and there 
must be compensation for what is taken from society, in terms of servQ 
ice to society. Whether simplicity of living, with its advantage of 
freedom from inbolved responsibilities , or regalness of living, with 
its advantage of broader touch with the surface aristocracty of values 
and possession, the keynote is individual and a matter of temperament 
rahter than any distinction in the eternal scheme of things.

The general control of environment, when man has assured him- 
slef that his choice of keynote is final, ife expressed in the emphasis 
that he wishes to give his compensation fco the social scheme. This 
involves a further choice, ^e may live upon, or he may live above or 
below the racial level, because here lies all bo$ective leadership and 
significance in living. Here is the least inhibited participation in 
normal life.
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------- - The-enlarged reeognition of values,- following upon a choice of
keynote, and its relation to the racial fSkaxilevel, is illustrated in the 
normal healthy predicamentofman as this is placed dquarely upon the 
racial level. The broad affairs of humanity interest him. He is 
satisfied with his spending class and the challenge he has &iven him
self in life. There are encouragements upon every hand because it is 
here that there is great, although not reatest possibility for serv
ice to man. It is on this racial level that theSabian work delivers 
the average student, to be a real inspiration among hs fellows.

The contribution to enduring psesonallty, through the lifting 
of the life to power in service, is here the teaching of the student to 
live constructively either below or above the racial level. Below the 
level lies all the agonizing mass of humanity who cannot belong con
sciously to the larger things, but it is their agony that really sus- 

^  tains the race, cultues human sympathy, develops spiritual yearning.
In a service of sustain,ent the illuminatedsoul meets and transmutes 
this agony often unknownand unsung . But above the level is tremen
dous social service, the fields of science, research, social fullness 
where man also ihabor for their fellows without tangible incouragement 
or recognition.

I’he third note in the commitment of self is therefore slef- 
dedication to invisible values, and symbolization becomes keyword of 
the process. Thus he who,,consciously" lives for racial service ac
tually lifts the racial level, for his acts are symbols, necessarily 
important for their significance and not for their substance. Here 
is genuine aristocracy, Saints and Masters as they really are*



SABIAN FUNDAMENTALS IV —  EXPANDED PERSONALITY

This lesson is a consideration of the ofurth of eight phases 
in the art of living, and the statement of underlying principle, at 
this point isn the study of fundamentals, is as follows. Man creates 
the substance of his own consciousness, and so may direct it as he will. 
The individual keynote is a focus in ofcfeer libfe of the selfhood of man 
and it represents a change in the point of view from the general pre
dicament of life to that which is the center of this predicament, and 
the cause of its existene, the man himself. Strongly as the urge to 
be mgqr rise up in human actions, here is in it no inherent explanation 
of itself. Theindividual may well ask, and often does do. Whay am 
I? ^ertainly there is nothing in consciousness that goes anterior to 
itsslf to givs an answer to thisq®®estion. As amatter of fact there 

is in the why, or the reasoning from cause to effect, an element that 
is destructive to selfhood when applied by itself to itself because 
selfhood possess a reality greater han cause and tffect, that is, 
time and space limitation. Quch is immortality as a practical element 
of feeing. There is that in man which selects an individual keynote 
and feegins a life of balance in social giving and taking. The result 
is happiness, fullness, satisfaction. In contrast with this is the 
life of maladjustment, or a predicament too large or too imperfectly 
grasped, the result of which (unless too exteeme and so leading to sur
render and annihilation) is a stirring of selfhood to powers inherent 
in itself, and in a normal life the fruits of an extra mobilization by 
self of its cpabilities are the happiness, fullness and satisfaction 
of being, but enlarged, enhanced. The slef ssems only to be itself 
when, witinigly or unwittingly, it fains tis keyonote, expresses itand 
fulfills itself, and it seems to have infinite capacity for this.
Here, certainly, is something larger than a reality enmeshed in its 
predicaments. Here is the power that creates predicaments, that ere-



. j „n t v q Iup*; It is convenient to team thisates the universe and all its vsiues.
pesonalitylf and to see personality as the praatidal and universal as
pect of immortality. Personality exists in Source, and in all parts 
of God's creation. Man, the most divine creature, most obviously cre
ates the substance of his own consciousness, exactly as God cfeates the 
substance of the visible universe. Consciousness therefore is the 
little universe of man. He is not for any why but in the fact and ex
ercise of this consciousnessk, immortal in potentiality but subject to 
limitationaccording to his selection of social predicaent. If hie is 
the conscious creator of his consciousness he is in touch with Source 
and he possesses personality in happy fullness of itself. If he lacks 
personality the necessity of his own consciousness is a conflict with 
predicament that leads, if not to defeat and annihilation, but to an ex
pansion of personality and a re-selection of keynote and a reestablish
ment of balance in the social scheme. *or the sake of those who are 
caught in the conflict ofixwith predicament and need enlargement^ the 
creative powers of selfhood, and for the sake of those who are xaaixg 
too long in the social balance of life (that which becomes stagnation, 
immoral, when a matter of non-challenging enjoyment of itself) the 
Sabian work is wholly directed to an expansion of personality, to which
■fch.8 technical 1/62*111 initiation is given#

Hie conservation of achievement in theindividual is there 
fore thelifting of the individual to a sense of the dividity of self
hood, or the realization of the pradtical natureof a touch with Source 
in theinvisible fellowship of higher and higher predicment. Whether 
man is to be visualized as a creation of God, or as a part of God m  
the form of an off-throuwnspark, is a philosophical spealation of no
immediate as is the existence of God in terms of any con-
eept of mind. There is in the world an underlying persoality and in 
this man participates by virtue of his own nature. His participation
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is in part choice, which is will, and in part the result of creatiwa 
activites of selfhood, which is consciousness. W i n  is the basis of 
personality, xince it determines indidittual personaltiy at root, and 
consciousness is the substance of personality. Thfcs all terms come to 
one point}.n the individual, which is personality, but to personality 
experienceing itself through fellowship with other personality, dynamic 
rahter tan static, knowing God through the constant expansion of its- 
self and knowing man through the epxerience in which personality actu
ally ecercises itself.

Theconseious approach to life mastery is consequently the
development or expansion of personality, the constant enfoldment of
values in the self, and the reshapint of selfhood to larger and alrger 
predicaments orYgfrggyrinarrilctaggysr challenge whenever here is danger of experience in 
which the slef cannot create adequate consciousness. All real experi
ence is conseiosly accipted, and persoanlity is the product of rel 
expereince, or of paactice in consciousness. This practice in being, 
the encessatity of nature at alrge, and of man's nature as an immortal 
entity, is often <£feated by the wiibl through false attitudes of mind, 
anti-scia£l implses, playing the mafctyr, upsetting the details of life 
for no reason other than theinborn craving to sense self as real and 
the reachingfor this in attempted demonstration fothe unreality of 
others (and other things.) rather than ©bracing all else as real to 
self in experience.

The general control of environment, when man has awakened to 
the cretive power directed towards ©eality and immortality in his own 
consciousness, is expressed in the equalization of self in society, hot 
in terms of thephysical give and take that determines predicament but 
in the give and take of consciousness. In the equalization of self- 
hood it is necesarty to give or else to accept pa4>n (awgeness elevated 
ro focus), to contribute to or accept contribution from general to in
dividual consciousness. The creation of conscioasness is pain merely
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as intensification-of reality, but where the-experience of -this- is-re-
sisted, and- the predicament- if the self- as consequence-becomes-bondage,

^  the consciousness is contributed to nature in its physical reality and 
the oain is made actual upon a lwoer plane. All exoerience is possi 
ble to all men, and so all pain, and all coneiousness and all direc
tion of will. Everything eeturns to choice, and to that which is its 
reality, the personality that maywin life or surrender to it.

The enlarged recognitionof values following upon a willing 
acceptance of pain, or an inflow of consciousness as a contribution §t 
a amstered predicamentt to its conqueror, is the thrill of ecstasy of 
super-living, the exalted life of a life stimulated by the agony of 
mankind’s created predicaments to the culture of genuine personality, 
adding and expanding all personality and its immortal invisible fellow

ship.
The contribution to enduring personality, through the lift

ing of the life to power in service, is here the recognition of the 
pain and upset, the apparent evil of life, in termsof compensation. 
Consciousness arises from an inner necessity which to the lower mind is 
freedom but tp higher understanding is response to naed, the pain of 
love. Society yields love primarily, and this is true pain only when

uncompensated.
The fourth note in the commitment of self is therefoee self- 

expansion in the light of a trueness to Source made manifest ina will
ing union through love or pain with all life in all facets (but a union 
in experience, higher understanidng, not bondage and limiting predica
ment), and equalization , or a growing self-shaping to the pattern of 
divinity, becomes keyword of the process. This is self-enhancement 

^  as the technique of expansion, it is ture realization of personality 
as initiation or a constant dawning into greater and g-eater experi-

ence.
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SABIAN FUNDAMENTALS V —  SUBJECTIVE BALANCE

^  This lesen is a consideration £ the fifth of eight phases
* in the art of living, and the statement of underlying principle, at 

this point in the study of fundamentals, is as follows. An issue ap
proached in life will master the man who does not master it. Because 
of the intimate linking of all men in the general fellowship of society, 
there is always in theindividual experience an inductive influence due 
to the vroad forward-goijg of others, and this compulsion (the limiting 
progress into predicament die to secondary selection as the result of 
earlies choices of the will) will often cause a man to act as if he had 
made a choice of will, and with 11 the consequences of subh a choice 
of will. The phenomenon gives assurance of the continured progressof 
nature, and thesnheme of society as a whole, hut it may be utterly de
structive to the genius of the individual, ad indeed there has already 
been reference to this in these lessons as the ordinary basis of death 
(an annihilation which eliminates as such all consciousnesss or selfhood 
with no reality other than an utter dependence upon its own predica
ment). On top, therefore, of the various considerations of the neces
sity ofwill and choice, and the ecpansion of personality in its own 
genius towards its own fullness and eonsumation, must be a consid
eration of the automatic or hidden operations of nature in the individ- 
ual life, or he process of things at the unrealized roots of selfhood.

ere is here the nded for a sutyective balance to make the equaliza
tion in the conscious life aseffective as it may be. Of course if
man, when he takes hold of his life with hhis will, to expand his per- 

andsonality, wferagw ̂ bring it to its fullness, were able to make a start mom 
an absolute clean leginning, there would te no necessity for this 

^  digging into the roots of self. Actually, at a later point in the
Sabian work, it is madepossible for the student to build an illuminat
ed selfhood upon an entirely fresh and unconditioned foundation, but
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that is impossible at this stage for thesimp;e reason th&t there would
be nothing to which he could cling in order to continue to be as the 
basis of a new birth, ^e woibld have to annihilate himself to get the 
fres$ start, nature's method in death, but in nature a resolution to 
component substance rather than a restarting of a selfhood, as has been 
stated. The approach to the dopths of inner life is first of all a 
squaring of the Underlying realities to a poit where they can be used 
in the salvation of the self and its reconstitiution, the expansion of 
the personality into the immortality inherent in it. It may be ob
jected that if personality is immortal, so is selfhood, but the immor
tality in personality is that in all perosnality, as in all matter or 
substance, in all ideas as such. There is no escape from the drudgery 
of asking immortality actual, that is , related to the self in con-

^  sciousness through experience, hence the exercise of a personality 
which is individual and so capable of enduring beyond the immediate 
predicament.

The conservation of achievement in the individual is there
fore the reestablishemnt of the coots of individuality,so that all ex
perience and prior exercises of selfhood may contribute to the new de
velopment of selfhood, the expansion of personality. xhis is the ecp 
act reverse of the process sustained by outer and general nature in 
the phenomenonof de&th. Life is not only an expansion of present 
reality, it is ternally a return ±n upon itself, a building upon its 
source as its only possible to&eh with real Source rang in the coiled
spring figure again. Where human nature stops and loses itself is in 

touch
its failure to xatKlMgSk its real selfhood, its transfer of dependence or 
focus of interest from the root reality of eternal bing to the inten
sified byt ephemeral Shlse reality of the immediate predicament. Mere
ly to dabble with life is spiritual suicidem and uncertainty must be
seen as the most destructive of all forces or phenomena in a universe
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which at Source is eternal -in notMgg else but its-certainty, its per- 
sonality.- It is not ever necessary- in-life--to a-pcoach an. issue, but 
if the Will (or the automatic compulsion upon sifelf through enmeshment 
in predicament, acting as for will), does approach an issue, the conse
quences are irrevocalbe. invisible fellowship on the little plane of 
this relationshp is set up, and the consciousness must be made a part 
of the enduring personality in sifelf, or else selfhood has again attach
ed itself to a facet of bondage with it sinfinite regress into annihil
ation. acing issues is seen in the Sabian worB as the greatest les 
on to be learned in life, and spiritual adultship is here constituted 
in conquering not only eveyy issue that rises and is touched, but in 
conquering noow every issue ever raised at any prior time in the life 
This last is subjective balance, the squaring of all accounts in the 
roots of selfhood.

^  The conscious approach to life mastery is consequently the
feuilding to the changelessness of the ftibuch in self with Source, the 
development of the personality utterly independent of any particualar 
predicament of situation of being. However, in the development of 
selfhood through discipline of thewill there is the obvious danger 
of too great a degree of introspection, not in pure personality but 
in the attempt to strengthen an immature persoanlaity by its projection 
into human affairs for certification of its expansion, usually in terms 
of a rising importance. The life is to be made significant, but the 
judgement of this significance lies in the verdict of the race, at the 
hands of time and perspective. The grandeur complex (and its lBxillegit- 
imate brother, the persecution complex) are rigorougly eschered by the 
Sabian student, He is not to fcloak uncertainty in self-depreciation,

^  bgt he is atjgut that reattness is never great to itself, true person
ality never primarily real in its predicaments.

The general control of ©nvirnment $ when man ha fegin to
-Mecti"7®

sense his native fellowship in all values, is expressed in su J



balance as the conscio® touching of the changelessness, the Source 
ton all things other than himsslf. He masters issues because he is 
not in bondage to BLcertainty, to any complex of mediate actualities.
He sees that issues in life are the result of elementscaught in come 
one or another predicament, and these he resolves, or helps to resolve, 
through his personality increasing squared to toot eternal change
lessness.

The enlarged recognition of values following upon a constancey 
of touch with Source, or changelessness under all chante, is a direct 
result of the building up of the inner life to a £*ee realty. The 
inhibitions which are the devils of the average life, the markd of 
bondage to predicaments of prior existence, are eliminated by a facing 
of all issues h memeuy, and recalled to memory, and by an anticipatory 
facimg of all issues that prewafct themselfes in consciousness, in other 
words, a definite practice in theintegrity of self.

The contrihtion too enduring personality, through the lift
ing of the life to power in seervice, is here the expansion of the life 
or personality through a definite ecperience in consciousness, a sen- 
sitinveness to the possibilities of life relationships, a sentiment for 
life’s significance, and an acute sympathy with all life phenomena.

The fifit note h the commitment of self is therefore self- 
balanceing between Source and all that might be called to Source 
through self and ist persoanlity, and stabilization, or the blending 
of living in which prior experience contributes to the freedom rather 
than the bondae of any present predicament. Now is seen personality 
expanded so that ill issues are met by it with mastery rather than fear.
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SABIAN FUNDAMENTALS VI —  UNDERLYING HARMONY

This lesson is a-consideration.of the-sixth of eight-phases
in the art of living-,-and the statement of underlying principle, at 
this point in the study of fundamentals is as follows.- Mood is -the 
prpjahecy of selfhood.- It has been-brought-out-in the pior lessons - 
that there are to be no tag ends in the consciousness of self, that 
even the elements of prior exjfflrience are to be recreated in the memory 
and related sooner or later ro the selfhood in porper light of purpose 
and will to be as the ideals dictate. This has been presented as a 
factor of escape from bondage to predicaments which have slipped sway 
into the subconsciousness, so far as any knowledge of them is concerned, 
and which only makes themselves evident as the great hampering complexes 
of the ^conscious being, but there is more than this at stake. Not on
ly are the outward predicaments in life multiplied by the selective 
power of prior predicament, but in the inner life there is a similar 
process which subjective balancing of the accounts of self and universe 
can prevent, or cancel if already set in motion. Consciousness is 
created by selfhood, and it is as successfully cre&ed when the silf- 
jppd os untrue to itself as under the ideal circumstances of proper 
squaring, but there is a fact of difference in the destiny of s&lfhood. 
Consciousness after all is only the inner and general predicamdntof 
the self by itsslf. Mood is thereforeof importance as the identifi
cation of the shaping or emphasis of the consciousness,a and it possess
es the advantage of identity in the light of life situatuion or predica
ment. Man has a mood, whereas his consciousness can only be known in 
general. When there re notage ends in the life the basic mood is 
representative of sslf, and the layman would no t recognize this as mood 
at all. It is underlying harmony, real poise in the b&feng, uninhibit 
ed self-expression. Mood in the ordianry xause of the term is an inten 
sification or mobilization of consiciousness, and a moody person is one



highly introspective or occupied to an unhealthy-extent with-imer ad
justment. Where-the moods are wholly- in poss-issioa-of-the--personali
ty and the slefhood is literally buried, there is ahsession,and the 
obsessing intelligence— so termed for convenience, without touching at 
this stage,the possibility or impossibility of discafcnate or non-embod- 
ied entities— is a mood that at least for the moment has become a per- 
spmajotu. $hds shows the power of mood. It may be defined perhaps 
best as the substance of consciousness ar a focua or level, or a moment 
in selfhood when the consciousness wholly controls that which is con
scious.

The conservation of achievementin theindividual is there
fore hislifting of himself to the point where his moods actually rep
resent him, and so serve him and contribute to the fullness of self
hood and its touch with Source. Whhn the moods do not represent the 
self— either in the case of a bondage ro the maze of life, predicaments 
or the definite obsession or bondage t> one predicament of an inner 
sort directly manifest in mood— the consciousnessshelps self to de
struction rather than the reverse. This is the great inharmony of be
ing, the madness of one whom the gods have determided to dedtroy. JL- 
bove all other considerations, therefore, the djustment of moods must 
preempt the time and energies of the spiritual seeker, and nearly all 
occult procedures are shapedto do this, it is characteristically 
true in theSabian work. Indeed, even thesfe lessons, rather than 
seeking priamrily to impart instruction, seek to build a proper mood, 
Tertullian, in his demand that a spiritual truth be unreasonable be
cause his reason had priorily misled him, saw what every aspirant must 
see, that if la e is capable of reaching the freater truth with the un-d 
derstanding he now has, he would already, with this understanding, have 
reached the truth. Spiritual realization is not mental, therfore 
but a matter of imward touch with Source, or that which outwardly is 
seen in pure comsciousness, and only identified in pure mood.
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The conscioa appraach to life mastery is consequently the 
^  utilization of the will, through choice and selective conditioning, to 

a development of the consciousness of eternal personality, and the a- 
gency of the will is the ghuman mind, through which choice is made and 
action directed. In general the mind may be identified as the focus 
of awareness, thelens of the camera of self by means of which the in- 
iner world knows the outer and theouter ©ached in to the inner.
There are levels ofslef, aad upon one oranother of these the mind 
peumits theinteraution ofslef and the universe, contributing to con
sciousness hwardly and predicament outwardly, and stampint the pfcocess 
as an epoch in self-realization in terms of mood. Mood is the estab
lishment of power through mind when the awareness is conscious and at 
the direction of will and choicel Moodis man’s acceptance of pure 
substance into selfhood, and the test of the mood is in the mind, the 
sifnificance of the fouus of the moment.

The general control of environment— when man learhs to use 
his mind in accordance with his mood, and to develop his moods so as to 
make real the dternal elements ofselfhood——is expressed in underlying 
harmony, or the consumation of the su$ective balance of selfb Here 
the student again gains a series of feerms. Slefhood is the focus of eter 
nal being and mind the fouus of immediate being. The s&fefhood may be 
immortal, and endure in its underlying harmony, or it may be mortal 
for lack of touch with Source, and pass into defclih or annihilatioft.
No terms are needed, in a technicalsense, for the destrustibe proc
esses. Selfhoodin its achievement or approximation of immortality 
is personality, selfhood at its point s of touch with outer predicament 
is mood. Because there ae certain limitations in moods, the mood- 
experience of man passes into the root social coin of human fellowship 
as language. A word is a mood captured in this social coin, pnoperly 
reproducing itself in uttesrance, thereforelanguage is the means of 
mood control, and it will be seen that the active feeing of the mind is



dependant upon words,a nd awareness and thought and all conscious be- 
omg of selfhood depends utterly on words.

The enlarged recognitionof values following upon a recogni
tion of the importance of words— but their importance as racial moods 
and not mere terms— is a Slue to the technique of initiation or that 
enlargement of personality to which higher spiritual studey is dieected. 
Wrods are not learned byt are experienced, because they are made di
rectly the conveyors of experience in symbolization.

The contribution to enduring perosnality, through thelift- 
ing of the lifeto power in service, is here the regrasping of lan
guage and all the social expression of self as symbolization og an
underlying harmony of understanding ad sympathy. Selfhood is freed

preidicamen t
from automatic selection of pxsastiaasKKi by a living in all predicament 

The sisth note in the commitment of self is therefore the 
creation of selfhood as an active objective power through mind,and a 
capacity to control things through naming them— that is, entering into
them through moods identifying them-- and individualization feecones
sxsxykeyword of the process. New significance is given to the selfhood 
in every new mood it can bring to focus of wympathy in its own being 
(through mind, of course) and a discipline of self-committal to new 
individualization or moods is the root of the work.



SABIAN FUNDAMENTALS VII DIVINE FORGIVENESS

This lesson is a consideration of the seventh of eight phas
es in the art of living, and the statement of underlying principle, at 
this point in the study of fundamentals, is as follows. Healing 
heals when a healing is wished. The desires of life are delivered to 
the individual by life wheg they are in true union with individual 
Source, when they are a true expression of the inner or underlying 
harmony of selfhood. The great danger in a conscious approach to an 
adjustment or an enhancement of the relationships between aself and the 
complex of predicaments through which it knows itself is that the 
seeker will tend more and more to withdraw from life associations, to 
shy away from experience. Consciousness of things should lead to a 
desire to embrace rather than repudiate them. When a sense of evil 
dominates the consciousness, the individual sees things as they are 
undesirable, but when a sense of good or a feeling of underlying har
mony is the characteristic reaction of his t6uch with things, he sees 
them in a role of helpfulness and cooperation, and he has bgun to 
master life from root, JPom Source. The quest for God leads not to 
a narrowing of the perception, hoping to find Him in some highely re
stricted cult or esteric group, but rather to a widening and a deep
ening, a general expansion of the whole consciousness.'Therefore, on 
the very surface of things, there must fe a consistent broadening of 
the interests of life, and of the life cooperations. This is not a 
call for fuperficial cheapening embracing all things without discrim
ination (without plumbing them to their Source), nor is it a call for 
a disgusting and necessarily insincere lip-service to the supposed 
goodness of all things. There is evil in the world, a tremendous 
great amount of it, and it is not bo be overlooked. It is to be 
transmuted, challenged to the good that lies deep within it. The Sa- 
bian student is therefore ttfaught to learn life, and readjust himself
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living, but over and above all this, anfd from the view beginning—  
even at a risk of later heartaches— he is to plunge into life with 
all the enthusiasm within him, learning almost before everything else 
to rely upon the power of sincerity as the primary protection in the 
individual against doing or suffering evil. To burn within is life 
to be enthusiastic is to live. After this must be deep, not an outer 
fluttbrning, touching Source at the end if not at the beginning. The 
inner must be arried one hundred percent out into the outer, to see the 
stuff of which it is made. The first necessity before all aspirants 
is to do something in life, constantly, even if it is only to play 
or indulge a hobby.

The conservation of achievement in the individual is there
fore the holding of all achieved values by using them. Static values 
are only such from a lower point of view. Seen with the spiritual 
eye, they are always dynamic moving in unsuspected fashion perhaps for 
the further consummation of selfhood and its perfect manifestation of 
Source. There is no quiet corner anywhere Jin nature, in the physical 
ir uh the spiritual realm. Conservation as ihactivity is merely de
cay, but ^conservation as the retention of values in the periphery of 
selfhood is an expansion of selfhood to permit the use of these. The 
aspirant is asked to plunge into life, and to live to the point of 
burning intensity, but this must not be dissipation. The difference 
between a constructive and a destructive thrill in life is that while 
the latter exgpnds energy, and gives climatic relaxation to distended 
nerves, the former increases the energy and enhances the enthusiasm, 
makes touch with Source as with a hidden reservoir of power. How the 
thrill mafc be made or kept constructive,will then be a question.
The constructive thrill hasan object otherthan its own perpetuity , 
self-satisfaction, sense gratification. Its root, in other words, is 
in the wi^or mind, in the higher reaches of personality. The life 
is dominated by the idea, by spiritual purpose. The whole may per-
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haps be expressed in the much abused word service, or perhaps reached 
at its peak in the term that gives the lsoon itsititle, divine for- 

^  giveness. It is the thrill of an occasion or predicament in which all 
the evil of a moment has been brought to a climaxof realization and it 
is possible to wipe the slate clean and transmute the whole of the en
ergy to the new center that has been seen all the time by the divine 
eye. Everything may be shaped emntually to the spiritual reallity 
and the Sabian work approaches this by its constant patterning of all 
things, relating all things to all other things in an eternal structure 
of service of all things to all other things, touching the inner mood 
of service, the inner will to serve.

The consious approach to life mastery is consequently the 
lifting of the art of living to a point of patterning it to thrill, or 
ecstasy. It i simpossible at the beginning to get a intellectual 
grasp of divine patterssn, but it is entirely possible through the mood 
of selfhood to get the sense of divine participation or idealistic 
sympa|hy with every least phase of life. Life becomes a game, en
thusiasm is organized asdefinite occultism.

The general control of environment— the lifting of self in 
its capacity for living so that environment is served as a mastery not 
as a slave— is expressed as a root or basis that is forever larg
er than an eventuality in which it may find itself. Divine forgive
ness is not cosmic condescension but rather godlike capacity to find 
the constructive dominant in any situation. Selfhood becomes super
self under occult training, and superself is this dominant, best seen 
perhaps as love, but made actual to thfe imagination as the thrill.
Every incident of life sonehow lifts the level of realizatiohn. It is 
faced with quickened interest and is only lift with that sweer pain of 
regret that marks d depth of inner appreciation and a molding ofinner 
values to a new high point. The greater thrill of being is a crea
tive and transmutive power, a subjective touch not alone with Source.
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but with the Source of other people and other things. Individuality 
finds itself in all thingswhen it has eveloped the gift of thrilling 
to all things, tooknowing God and the cosmic forces of creation, not 
secretly and immorally but in the broad greadth of the universe.

The enlarged recognition of values following upon a grasp of 
the importance of the underlying mood of approach to life is a practi
cal freedom in self expression.. God forgives in the sense of find
ing in all things that which he has there given in advance of the par 
ticular iwsue, the non-destructible touch with Source, and it is this 
which is the object of the thrill. Experience is limitation when 
without its object, but the object is always there and it is subjec
tive illusion or sslf-willed blindness that conceals it.

The contribution to enduring personality, through the lift
ing of the life to power in service^ is here the realization that no 
experience is destructive if the object is grasped or if— in more di
rect illustration— a lesson is learned. Enthusiasm is cauterizing in 
its touch with evil, it is insurance against destructive complexes.

The seventh note in the commitment of self is therefore the 
inward or spiritual (divinely forgiving) relating of self to every
thing in experience, or possible experience, ad spiritualization be
comes keyword of the process. Life is seen in terms of the relati n 
of all things to all other things of later lessons, and the substance 
of life is seen to be, after all, only the muchness of self, the mood 
or consciousness in which all life becomes actual.
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SABIAN FUNDAMENTALS VIII —  PERSONAL IMMOETALITY

This lesson is a consideration of the eight of eight phases 
in the art of living, and the statement of underlying principle, at 
this point in the study of fundamental? is as follows. The deeper 
the depth of human character and potentiality, the slower the manifes
tation of its eal fruits, the more retarded its arrival at real ma
turity. Thus the greatest difficulty expereince by the soul of fin
est spiritual promise is the distinct problem of orientation when form-

»

ative years have stretched out beyond norma. In the mind of the people 
generally the exacy reverse of this situation is expected. The infant 
prodigy is taken as the type of born genius, and Jesus is cited as the 
supreme example of service to humanity, with a maturity reached at 
thirty. Divine promise, or a task to \<rhich one is dedicated before 
birth, is taken as a substitued for any necessity to grow into life,

^  into the ejiperience of the race. But while supreme service is often 
a& the hands of great yout, in such cases thereis alwyas a distinct 
narrowing of the field of expression. Jesus saved a world, but he did 
not know the world except ideally and in the virgin and eternal intui
tion of the human heart. It was the doddering and aged John who gave 
the world the interpretation and understanding of the saving love of 
Jesus. It was the rematurely old Paul,bowed fey suffering and a keen 
sense of M s  own lack of opportunity for growth into further capacity 
for service, who launchedChristianity upon its actual remaking of the 
human scheme. The aspirant is always ih a hurry, and always impatient 
of condtioning and training processes. He hopes to spring full-grown 
and perfected intolife, an Athene from a brow of Zeus. And indeed, 
there is always the narrowed, highly emphasized and striking service to 
a race for whiah an incarnation may be restricted, but when such a sit
uation is found there is a subconscious if not conscious shaping to it 
from the beginning. Individuals such as these are not apt to be dis
covered among the fanks of conscious aspirants, or the mass of those
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who respond to deeper stirrings for a broad and complete mastery of 
life. Inititation is not the raising of false hopes of personal im
portance, not a catering to a grnadeur complex. It is an expansion of 
selfhood, a broadening of the underlying mood of being. The processes 
of initiation and serve t> make the outer automatically true of the inner, 
and to make any greatness in self wholly effortless, natural, unsought 
and largely realized, i.e., true to its own inherent genius.

The conservation of achievement in the individual is there
fore the organization and orientation of the essential reality of self, 
and the appoach to an understanding of this from the present point of 
view is historical, After all there can be no expansion of sel, no

initiation, without a touch with Source, and this Source myst be locat
ed, individually and racially. Primarily Source is spiritual, or of 
God, and from the very beginning men have traced their first ancestry 
in divine agency. This is the first of four immortalities in the in
dividual, the impersonal immortality in which the indwelling of divin
ity i^ seen as the ery root of selfhood. Passing ixxiaside the lower 
gods of India (the personified powers of nature and being), the so- 
elaled athesitic religion of the Hindus (on the thinking, or philosoph
ical, rather than superstitious levels presents a divinity underlying 
all, a perfection in which imperfect man loses himself as a salvation 
from this life, and this is largely paralleled by the pantheism of the 
Greeks and of a modern intelligentsia. In the New Thought of the 
present age this union with impersonal divinity, this dieect tie with 
the universal-eternal), is the vasis of all resolution of personal prob
lems. Impersonal immortality man must have, but he must hve it 
exclusively. Here is touch with Source as an inner center of all be- 
i-dg? and the realization of his as the root of all is splendid insur- 
ande against a grnadeur complex. However, this remains a beginning 
only. Oriented here to eternal values, may yet must expand as an in
dividual, grow into the real fullness which is his.



The conscious approach to life mastery is consequently the 
movement out from center that has been forever established as somrce 
in All-Source (the impersonal perfection of identity), and this move
ment out is the beginning of personality, genuine as opposed to mere 
reflex or non-personal (mortal) selfhood. Personality in its real 
nature must b seen as immortal, and if immortal it cannot end not be
gin with birth. It must incarnate and therefore reincarnate h the 
substance of its experience, aid with reincarnation the student comes 
to the root of central jssaaidoctrine of all occultism and also to the 
most difficult of all occult doctrines to understand and yet escape ah 
infinite regress. The beginning of personality is in the biological im- 
mortalij^ of the Chinese and Jews, of the ancestor and totem worshipers. 
The belief among the Jews was simple. A man lived on in his children. 
But the Sabian student must learn that while he lives on for his liter
al or flesh-and-blood parents and ancestry he also carries on and ful
fills the promise of his own personality, he is the son of himself in 
so ar as he has lad conscious being in prior existence.

The general control of environment— the lifting of selgf to a 
living before and beyohd the race, the mortal substance 6 self— is op
pressed in initiation as the achievement of an invisible existence in 
the fellowship o f Saints, or in touch with the Great White Lidge of 
the Masters (those who have achieved the four immortalities as they are 
conveniently visualized in terms of the Lodge). Immortality must be 
real, not merely an idea, and for its actuality there must be a rooting 
of self in the life of men broadly and generally, here and now. This 
is termed social immortality, and is the ideal of the present-day hu
manist, that man lives best when his life enlarges the lives of all 
men. Social service is the whole justification of occult study. The 
Sabian work exists only to plunge its participants into the hard labor 
of the upliftment of the lot of humanity, everywhere and in every way. 
This broad pacfessaapartness in all things is immortal because while the



individual dies fey all who revel in the richness of his service as this 
persists after his death.

The enlarged recognition of values, following upon a grasp 
of the importance of life as the literal substance of tie snnvival of 
personality, is an actibe blending of the biSdfiogical and soical immor
tality upon the impersonal foundation in Source. There is here an 
immortality of values which the individual at first borrows, in a way, 
and the remaining task is to build intohis pesonality something that 
is whollly of its own nature, so that it may survive as such.

The contribution to enduring personality, through the lift- 
in g of the life to power in service, is here the realization that per
sonality is the point in which impersonal, biological and social im
mortalities alone may metet, and that it by right of divine economy 
should in turn be immortal.

The eighth note in the commitment of self is therefore the 
anheivement of personal immortality, at least in potentiality, and 
this, t the sabing of the sould of orthodoxy, is the climax of the art 
of living (as the Sabian work organizes it). Idealization becomes the 
keywrod of the process. Selfhood is raised to eternal or reincarnat
ing service to man--”lo, I am with $$ou always1*—- and in the transcend
ent life the student lives his ideals to make his ideals live, and he 
is definitely on his way to possess the fourf&d immortality.
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SABIAN FUNDAMENTALS IX ©© WORD MAGIC

This lesson is a consideration of the first of eight phases
in the art of thinking, and the statement of underlying principle, at
this point in the study of fundamentals, is as follow. A continued
expansion of the being alone gives a centerto living. The problem
of ths sustained touch with Source necessary to this is primaityl a
menat&L one. Probably the greatest complaint of the average seeker for
higher knowledge, and certainly the outstanding grievance of the aver-that
age person, whether consciously realized or not, it fraflric things do not 
stay put in life. Stagnation 9 or an immovable predicalmeny in which a 
man will often find himself, will seem an expedition to the tendency 
but in such a case the point of view is of external factors to which a 
reality reater than that of self is given. The situation actually 
is the refusal of the ideas and efforts of the being to establish them- 
selves (become put), and if the consciousness retains at least the 
poont of view of Source there will be a keen awijeness of the lack of 
stability in the very midst of superficial crystallization. It is 
this in human experience hich is apprehension, premonition, and all 
the forces of derad and fear. The self must be a builder in order to 
be. As initiation is an expansion of self, so all life is initation 
at base. Here begins, therefore, the greatest praciical difficulty 
in ohcult instruction, namely, words, the importance and nature of 
which have already been surveyed (Lesson VI). Thus, paper burns, 
iron rusts, and animate tissue live, all the same chemical action of 
oxygen in an energy release, but words otherwisse totally unrelated be- 
case words primarily serve the convenience of understanding and not 
the factual accuracy of the world in which understanding fcas its being.

^  In the art of thinking the use of words must be shaped to their own
nature, and this in turn means that they must be shaped to the pattern 
and the necessities of understanding itsslf. In the same way that



the puzzled phusicists of the present day behold an expanding or ex
ploding universe, the occultist (not at all puzzled, because not hypno
tized by any idea of the essential relaity of time* presents an expand
ing or exp loding man. Being is expansion, experience or self-realiza
tion, nothing more than that and nothing less. The individual who co
operates with this is happy, fortunate and blessed by the gods. The 
one who does not is untrue to his own Source, and so is wholly miser
able by contrast. The taak of the student is to learn how to co
perated with his own explision, and how to aid others (who wish to do 
so)' to do likewise. If co-operation is fundamentally sustainment of 
touch with Source, as the art of living lessons have shown it to be, a 
conscious approach to this is an approach to an understanding of con
sciousness (in its structure ad operation, apart from the experience 
by which it is fixed in the being), and this is the art oi thinking. 
Consciousness in its Sisimple aspect is awarebess-impersonal and unallo 
cated— and awareness, when it is personal, is memory or an extension 
of memeory (an addition to it). Memory depends upon words, or the 
little memoties or moods of the race, ad language, as the concentrat
ed symbolism of being becomes the whole substance of thought-material
at base.

The conservation of achievement in the individual is there
fore the culture of word magic, or the capacity to make words the serv
ants and slaves of men rather than his masters. No longer may the 
students uield lip servoce to a word as such, making his allegiances to 
labels and slogans. Let his words, ad all words, be legates of 
ideas.£ In the Sabian work everything therefore is built to concepts, 
or to words specially shaped b the Source-memory in siblf ( words always 
first suggestive of the even ad continual expansion of selfhood, 
toward the full genius of its deals on and beyond). To be true to
Source is to be seen to be true to the benius of the Source, to the dy© 
namic possibilities of life, ^an thinkgs in order to do, and he memem-
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bers in ordejf to be. His inner life is a challenge to the outer, not 
 ̂ a sedative. Word magic is the basis of higher thinking,andrf this is 

merely the aequiaition of the simple gift which every child possesses 
and then loses, the recongintion of spiritual expansion in the words 
themselves. A concept is a word in which unlimited meaning and sig
nification may be plaxed, and from which eternal iapliaations may be 
taken. &. concdpt is an idea at work. The word is the identification 
of its work, which is expansion, and not its nature, which is a limita
tion due to its capture in the stitic of racial experiace. Words 
change and grow, with the nation and the race. Man must grow, with 
his words (socialy), in his words (personality) and beyond his words
(spiritually)•

The conscious appraoch to life mastery is concequently the 
diffusion of consciousness out and in and throughall life* Since 
man’s mental processes are wnolly dependent upon words, which are the 
capturedd moods of the race, and thinking of man must be social, and he 
must touch life at every conceivable angle. For this reason the Sa- 
bian discipline aeekds to round out its students in terms of everyday 
life, and to have them maintain the broadest interest in world affairs. 
But growth of persoanllty is a concentration of understanding— it is a 
practice amispecialization in life— and here at teh beginning is the 
underlying paradox of all thinking, the inherent relationship of 
opposites. For the moment the difficulty may be passed. Objectively 
man touches All life, and the art of thinking serves him, while subjec
tively he makes touch with Source alone, and the art of living serves 
him. Objedtively he is a man, a social creature, and subjectively he 
is spirit, a free creature. These meet and ©come one in personality.

The general control of environment— the culture of personali
ty as that which expands at onee ix ecperience and in understanding—  
is expressed in word mastery, the most simple meeting point of the race
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and the individual. Platonic thingking is the basis of the Sabian 
scheme. The idea that diversity of parts is the condition of the 
unity of the iaole is the convenient formula of reconciliation for di
verse life factors. Reality is a function of understanding, not of 
experience, and understanding is founded in wholeness, to which all may 
be part. In other words, the apansion of sslf is made possible by 
the conept of the constructive part that everything in ecperience must 
p l a i f  only understood from a wide enough pespective.

The enlarged recognition of values, following upon a realiza
tion of the essential wholeness of experience, fecomes an immediate 
rahher than remote phenomenon. ,he One is found in the Many, but not 
mysteriously apart from all things. There is no infinite regress, or 
retreat to more and more distant ideas for a capture of reality. Word 
magic f a ™  becomes idea mastery because wholeness is accepted right at
hadd.

The contribution to enduring personality, through the lift
ing of the life to power in service, is here the loss of fear of words, 
of learning and unreachable depths of mental stuff, of the illusions of 
word mazes. In the Sabian system life is patterned by wallowing in 
words in oreder to lose any fear of them, by using new words ana un
spoiled words for each new facet of understanding.

The ninth note inthe commitment of self is therefore the co
operation with theexpansion of selfhood through the gaining of a real 
power of words, and cre&on becomes Keyword of the process. Life 
itself is a language of self, after all. She moods of life and the 
moods of solf are blendsd in undorstanding aXon©«
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SABIAN FUNDAMENTALS X —  FOCAL EMPHASIS

This lesson is a consideration of the scondof eight phases 
in the art of thinking, and $he statement of underlying principle, at 
this point in the study of fundamentals, is as follows. Man is at 
once the summary and theprpphecy of all evolution, both material and 
spiritual, ’'"his, of couse, is the adaptation of the old Grecito 
idea that the proper and only proper subject study by man is man.

The distinction is between the practical and the purely speculative, 
and while it is true that many great benefits to mankind have come 
from entirely speculative research, yet the proportion of useful find
ings from speculation as such is minute in comparison with the lives 
thrown away in useless expenditure of themselves. In the broadest 
poont of view a giving of attention to that which is without practical 
relation to self is a form of solipsism, or complete narcissism, a joy
ing in self alone. In its exteeme it is insanity, the monomania in 
which general unrelaity becomes totally real in the realm of self. 
Speculation upon things of no immediate concern to the self is retard
ed in the Sabian work as the greatest possible mental abnormality. 
Therefore the most objectionable personal traits under the discipline 
are gossip, peddling of extravagant rumors and all sorts of idel con
cern over remote interests as a subjective desire )or defende mecha
nism) to escape a direct and positive approach to things of immediate 
concern. Meniltty at its highese point of development is neither 
an amassing of facts nor a cultivation of a gift for a facile playing 
with ideas. It is the dignity of focal emphasis in life, or the de
velopment of that which the Sabian work regards as the greatest per®®*- 
al grace, a capacity for facing issues squarely, honestly and immedi
ately. The study of man follows in importance upon the study of lan
guage (the manifestation of the inner and invisible man), and this is 
ter med psychology.



The conservation of abhievement in the individual is there
fore that which is the function of psychology, the fixing of reality 
in the abstract or type man as he may be known in and through all in
dividuals. Personalities are not fundamentally different. They are 
alike in the pattern of God, and this is modified in a d&licacy of 
shading ad adpatation that cretes the spiritual differentiation 
known as personality. Thus the greatest personality is that in which 
the most divergent and diffused facets of human character may yet Bind 
a meeting fround, in which the cosmic likenesss is great enough to pes* 
mit the full shading of real and enduring difference. In this is 
seen again the underlying apparadox of all thinking, the inherent rela
tionship of opposites, but whth psychology it is possible to take the 
first step towards knowing (subject of the third group of eight les
sons in the present series) through the focal emphasis in man as the 
race or type individual. Man is the prophecy of all evolution be
cause the infinite expansion possibel to the individual is social , and 
takes place through the living in others which is the basis of all so
ciety, the finding of more of the One, as it were, (in terms of the pri
or lesson), by an increase of relationship with the Many. And man, 
with the development of culture, is the summary of evolution (as shown 
throggh his conquests of nature and modern easy adaptation of a whole 
world of potentialities throggh the focal emphasis which reaches its 
aupreme example in personality. A man centers the universe about
himself according to his attitude of mind (as brought out in Lesson II,

this in the first series of eight),
corresponding to hixxxiixiEiisxiafxKtiH and his focal em
phasis becomes his understanding of self, or his conscious inner at
titude. The facets of self are made into words, and the words into 
concepts, through the very process of living. Man continues to ex
pand and so to be in his full potentiality, or else he fails and begins 
to disintegrate, in character if not at once physically, alllaccording 
to the reality of the focal emphasis he is able to set up as outward
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manifestation of his inward touch with Source.

The conscious approach to life mastery is consequently the 
analysist and then the new synthesis of self, which a conscious under
standing of self, or genuine emphasis, makes possible. Bn. his 
make-up man is the summation of evolution, therefore he is the summa
tion of the four kingdoms of nature, and as nature finds it convenient 
to emphasize the distinctions between these to a degree quite unwar
ranted when they are studied closely in their origins, so psychology 
(a true occult psychology, that is) finds it equally convenient to em
phasize a fourfold distinction in selfhood beyond a poont really war
ranted by phsyical origins. Thus imeral man is the body, considered 
apart from the conscious man, and in the realsm of coneiousness a Veg
etal or habit self, an animal or emotional self and a huipiam or mental 
self are distinguished. For the sake of a real focal emphasis of 
selfhood a subordinate focal emphasis is ^established in each of these.
The Sabian work charts the road to mastery as (1) a breaking of man

naturalapart into his facets of primary focal emphafefes, (2) the mas
tery of selfhood in each of these separately, and (3) the merging of 
the Many into a new and reborn triumph and masterly One, or the in
itiate personality. In one form or another this is the procedure of 
all occultism, but in the Sabian work the process is seen correctly as 
a matter of understanding of a psychology which avoids much tradition
al teaching which maybe excellant discipline but remains unsound fact 
out of place in a modern world.

The general control of environment— the practical use of any 
focal emphsis in self— is expressed in the technique of the separ&tion 
of the selves. The device is the utilization of the immortalities of 

_  man. or the emulated accomplishment of the aspirant under the art of 
living. In his body and that of his children the individual is bio
logically immortal. In his habit self h©e is socially in his emotion
al self personally and in his mental self impersonally immortal. Tiie
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Sabian work treats the body as a trust given to the individuality the 
Creator, and the conditioned being or disciplined nature as a manifes
tation of the stewsdship of the race, that is, the individual serving 
to perpetuate the tupe of concious manhood. In his menial self he 
is steward of all idea, but in his emotions he is steward of himself.

The enlarged recognition of values, following upon a realiza
tion of the multiple responsibility of stewardship in selfhood, becomes 
a focal emphsiss of the whole of selfhood, personality so shaped as to 
embrace the various parts of being in a larger whole, and this is psy- 
chology in its highest aspect. Issues are not raised between self and 
life but between stewardships of slef and all-life.

The contribution to enduring personality, through the lift
ing of the life to power in service, is here the distinction between 
life and death. If the whole of self is a complex, a Many, selfhood 

^  depends upon life and its stewardshipslf and normally death is an end 
to personality. Therefore the one great and outstanding goal of the 
Sabian work comes forward, to raise life to a resurrection aspect.

The tenth note in the commitment of self is therefore the 
shaping of understanding to the task of establishing an eternal or im
mortal personality, and separation becmmes keyword of the process.
Here is the proper Phariseeism, not a surrender t>f the selves of self to 
their own realms through imporper appreciation 618 the stewardship byt 
rather an achieving of an immortality in each which holds to and is 
part of an immortal personality, a focal emphsis in imxeternity.



SABIAN FUNDAMENTALS XI —  UNIVERSAL MIND

This lesson is a consideriion of the third of eight phases 
in the art of thinking, and the atatement of underlying prineiple, at

this point in the study of funda,entals is as follows. The past and 
the future have no significance except in the present. The ressurection 
aspect of life in the prior leseon is a focal emphasis in selfhood suf
ficiently great to establish the being aboifce all limitations of time. 
There is progression In experience necessariy (no extreme subjective 
idealsim, or reality-annihilation solipsism, is here presented), but 
th£3> does not imply a progresseion in being. Were sych a progression 
to fe conceived, since the b&ing is immortal, there would be an infi- 
nate regress, and to the resulting Skeptical mind no gaol other than 
nirvana or complete self-annihilation or absorption in the Creator 
could possibly promise satisfaction ofct of the inevitable eeariness of 
it all. but progression in experience is not so much a reality as a 
contribution to the immorlalxi?: reality of selfhood, and if there is to 
be an escape from de&fch there must be first of all a freeing of self 
from bondage to a progression as such. The law of continued or tree
selfhood is expansion, or explosion, not indeterminte on-going in the 
absolute limitation of a single line of time. So far as time is con
cerned, selfhood forever stands in the pressnt and the past and future
are merely the explosion of the focus in coneiousness of the present. 
Jesus expresses this in his ’’before Abraham was, I am”, and the Sabain 
work approaches it by the cnsnstant orientation and reorientation of the 
sfclf, dividing and reuniting the being until the student, if hfc is un
able to grasp it in any other way, literally is conditioned into the 
realization of the integrity of his own ia.ier being. Time is the in
ternal sense, ii contrast with space (as Kant points out) and there
fore time is of the greatest initial importance. The student indeed 
mufe rise above life and become consciously immortal before the ending 
in death of his span, otherwise he as a conscious I has lost the chance
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to-survive*■ - The limitation of man is progress in time, his freedom is 
expansion in time.

The conservation of achievement in the individual is there
fore the ocpansion of self into a time-mastering afreality, or a personal 
fiffluaortality over and above the biological, social and impersonal immor- 
talitfetes which by contrast are §.most thrust upon him in the progress 
of evolution. Attention is given to these latter three because the 
only possible appraoch to the first is by an intensification of all 
life relationships through them. Biological immortality takeson a 
new and occult possibility in terms of reincarnation, in which an indi
vidual builds his consciousness that life welcomes it to a new body 
and a new expression and contribution ibo the race, and in which death 
is srumounted by a uniqueness of living that cannot be absorbed in the 
whole, i.e., tjat must sruvive and can only survive by a reconstitution 
of itself. Soacialiy immutality is a similar expansion of self into th e 
spatial ather than temproal perfection of aacial progress, so that if 
the body is eliminated the consciousness still remains effective, the 
seeker in this consciousness retaining himself as himself, becoming a 
lay-brother on the road to mastership and, like SamueSL, Elijah, Moses 
or Jesas, enabled to heop humanity even if discarnate. Impersonal im
mortality is a mergence into the root of the race itself in terms of a 
true participation in the ideas and ideals of the race. Here is in
telligence lif^ted to a correlative plane with time and space, and the 
establishment of the Sabian Golden Truth that all things are related to 
all other things in time, space and intelligence (or, in activity, sub
stance and form in the more convenient terms of later instruction).
The art of thinking now moves to free itself from the loss of itself 
in opposites by the establishment of a tiune point of view in which 
any two opposites are brought to unity in a third, and the dilemma of 
a mankind lost through progress in time (the infinite regress of ex
perience) and in space (the infinite regress of importance) is re



solved by puiugress in intelligence or realization, although this by it-

sft&f is also an infinite regress in the expansion or explosion of self 
(i.e., in skeptism). *ut personality, or personal immortality, is 
intelligence only as solving the time and space dilemma* It is eter
nity ina solution of the dillemma of intelligence in space, and uni
versality in a solution of the dilemma of intellignece in time, apart 
from all dilemma, all bondage, because it is focal emphasis perse^.
It is the concept of universal mind and theindividual*s full partici
pation in the invisible fellowship of a higher life. Here the aris
tocracy of Lesson III, and the hierarchies of life find their fulill- 
ment in the perfection of all things at center <r in Source.

The conscious approach to life mastery is consequently the 
gaasping of focal emphsis as a personal and immortal fact, ad this 
is best done in terms of time because time is the internal and most 
vivid factor in consciousness. The Sabian fromula of the power of the 
pressnt moment is in relaity an expression in brms of time of the 
lifting of self above all limitations to time. 1'he past and future 
are creatursof the present in the sense that they are individual, 
one man’s experience of taday paralleleing others of yesterday and to
morrow. The past therefore is seen as fixed in fact (what has happen- 
id ahas hpppened) but not in implication, whereas the future is not 
fixed in fact (its happening is subject to complete control) but is 
unchangeable in the implication or expectation which is per se. Since 
facts are only real in their acceptance , their perinancy, they may 
be altered i the past by reinterpretation, exactly as the promise of 
the future may be modified through its acceptance in fact.

ThexasilSmlxcontrol of environment — the putting of the whole 
of the being, in the present, making it immortal or without end or actu
ality lost in a past or future— is expressed in will as the basis of 
personality, or in a (1) eternal, (2) universal and (3) immediate con-



trol of the reality of facts and. of the actuality of potentialities. 
This is the standard of the Solar Mysteried, rejecting all reflected 
light and holding only to that which challenges the hghest center of 
selfhood for its aaa?H±x±ii±Hhxxacquisition.

The enlarged recognition of vlues, following upon a realiza
tion of the fact that universaltiy and eternality in self are only ex
istent, if at all, in the immediate focus of will in self, becomes a 
centering of selfhood in this inherent urge of the will or the explod
ing reality of s&lf. ^he student learns that the way to be is to be.

The contribution to enduring psesonality, through the lift
ing of the life to power in service, is here the sceptance of time 
space and intelligence as a priori elements to serve the being, not to 
put it into bondage. Interest in life or self-expansion, not gold, 
property established influence, is the basis of the wealth of exist
ence. Purpose in slef or will is the real core of personality

The eleventh note in the commitment of self is therefore the 
Constant demonstration in life (in New Thought terms) of the require
ment that universal mind or divine will certify to the effectiveness 
of the will in self by materializing demand and desire, and focaliza- 
tion becomes Keyword of the process. What life in general serves is 
true, and the Sabian criterion of ±hx truth consequently is that which 
persisits (time) , xpsaKspreads (space) and convinees (intelligence).



SABIAN FUNDAMENTALS XII THE SOCIAL DIVERSITY

This lesson is a consideration of the fourth of eight phases 
in the art of thinking, and the statement of underlying principle, at 
this point in the study of fundamentals, is as follows. Growth is 
diversity from a stage of prior growth, and is an expansion rather 
than a projection of the being. It is a common human error to regard 
all development of self as movmment towards a g>al, and much of the 
conformity to standards and objectives that have a relaity exterior to 
sslf. Occultism has as its first duty the reversal of this tendency 
but often an ocuultism will be wholly superficial and wo will lose it- 
selfin mere revolt. This is most particularly noticed in the effort 
to build up exclusiveness (a flight from the conditioning function of 
society) or in an attitude of revolt gainst standards when separation 
from them becomes impossible. Rebellion has its proper place in life, 
since otherwise the life of the race would become stagnant, but rebel
lion in and of itself is not a virtue, not are the evils of life con
quered by stirring up issues in the veryconsciousness that sustains 
tham. Conduct becomes, therefore, a very important consideraton in 
the Sabian work, but the Sabian standards are of principle and not of 
definite action. As the criterion of truth has been seen (in the pri
or lesson) to lie in that which persisits, spreads and convinces, so 
proper conduct is (1) that upon which the individual will look back 
with greatest satisfaction, (2) that through which he gins the great
est potential contact with the greatest number of people, and (3) that 
in which he has the nost natural satisfaction (concerning which, in 
other words, he does the least amount of mental and emotional wabbling). 
Morals and ethics are a matter of the ideal personlity as this is sus
tained ii the race, therefore the Sabian student is asked t» conform 
to eustom wxcept where hhe has a real and peritnent reason for revolt. 
In graphic language, he is asked to do nothing he would dislike to see
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described- in detail in the -newspapers, and to cater-at all times- to- 
his own immediate popularity among-h-is-ffellows, insofar-ashe-ean do- 
this by remaining true to his own ideals and by appealing at the same 
time to the ideals he visualizes in others.

The conservation of achievement in theindividual is there
fore the spansion of self in and through the relity inherent in all 
other people, or in that popularity which marks the success of the in
dividual in making the imaginative genius of the race his own (in 
uniting his own enter with that of the ras in as many of the facets 
of self-expression as possible). his fundamentally issocial diver
sity. The prior lessons are here drawn to a new head, and the fact 
that man creates his own consciousness (as learned in Lesson IV, cor
responding to this in the ait of living) he©e gains a practical basis 
of demonstration, ^he word is not illusion, nor others merely the 
creation ofself (as in an extreme subjective philosophy*, but the par
ticipation of others in the personal now, the personal here and the 
personal ideal or immediate reality, is certainly at the hands of the 
individual. Sfecial diversity is the measurement of the true expan- 
dion or explosion of self. The absolute ©qyality of all individuals 
in their Spiritual endowment is now to be recognized, because all are 
equally patt of the race, the whole, differeing only in their will or 
choice to take advantage of their predicaments. There is an equating 
in nature which Paul expresses in his idea of compensation, and every 
individual feels himself equally centered for better or worde h the
sphere of the peripheries known to him (created by him in conscious-

in
ness), hut centering may be bondage as well as in freedom. Only 
through social diversity or a deliberate expansion of the shpere of 
self by a conscious entrance in the sphere of others is there any as
surance of freedom or actual growth. Selfhood by itself has the feel 
of all other-self, and man must reach out divergently from the lines 

of his drifting in order to find himsfelf in reality.



The conscious appraach to life mastery is comiequently the 
exercise of will, the studied direction of the destiny of being. Heal 
personality is dependent upon growth, or a constant divergence through 
the interests of life, the conventional ideal of a man who remains 
true to a mojor effort in life isexcellant in the case of an individ
ual who is able to mobilize all life to the achievement with him 45f 
this objective. But when, normally, life rejects the goal of the in
dividual as fcital to the race,the individual is persuaded that the 
troublelies within himself, and he proceeds to attempt to change him- 
sslf. The Sabian work demands expansion (which is chanbe in a sense, 
pf course) but prohibits unhealthy introspection, and insists upon in
tegrity of touch with Source within, upon the value aid continuing 
worth of all experience and all idealization. Ecpansion in any direc
tion aids progress or growth in any other one, and id ficulties in life 
are conquered by the nonquest of all life. This alone is growth.

The general control of environment— the mobilization of all 
life to the achievement of the individual— is expressed by the func
tioning of the individual in universal mind. He is protected from a 
wasteful diffusion of his energies by the deman madw upon him to 
trace the relationship of all his concerns in and through any fresh in
terest hken up by him. But as he compels new power from past ad fu
ture in the present, in terms of time, so in terms of sapce he brings 
added implication to his focil emphasis, in any predicament by reaching 
out into new and fresh interests and there gaining new perspective.
Social diversity is spontaneity of lie. participation. It is spatial 
aliveness, predicament mastery. Variety is seen not as idle self- 
expression— for even when it is just that, superficially, it is sub
consciously a disconnected soul seeking re-grasp of its predicaments—  

but rather as an assurance ofa growth and an explosion of self tnat 
will never reach satiety (infinite regress h interest, i.e., ske^ti-

, tfxe s i g n i f i c a n t
cism) and that will ever hold to the here, the now, a-0-0-
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or the triune actuality in consciousness <*111 (the individual adtive
in universal mind)•

The enlarged recognition of values, following upon a grasp 
of growth as the expansion of self primarily in terms of will, becomes 
„ proper evaluation of Knowledge as custodian of the elements in which 
and out of which consciousness is created. Knowledge already pos
sessed must, on the analogy of growth, be the basis of all further 
Knowledge, and W on this the Sabian work insists, building entirely up
on the students own background by revealing its integrity to hum.

The contribution to enduring personality, through the lift
ing of thelife to power in service, is here the carrying of the con
sideration. t the root of all experience and all conditioning, food. 
Diet properly understood is seen to be of immense value, but made an 
ism it is seen to be bondage. Disciplines which standardize life are 
seen t o fail by their own orthodoxy. Variety alone is the basis of 
real interest.

The twelfth note in the commitment of self is therefore the 
develop ment of will, or of genuine confidence and realization of the 
inner integrity of the sfclf and its expereinees (and of its touch with 
Sourde) and application becomes keyword of the process. Everything 
gained in life must be used in life. Ecperience is coon depending 
for its value upon its currency. All occult procedures must shape the 
aspirant to the marounded-out nature which ald>ne is true Mastership.
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SABIAN FUNDAMENTALS XIII —  IMMORTAL IDEA

This lesson is a consideration of the fifth § f  eight phases 
in the art of thinking, and the statement of under1ting principle, at 
this point in the study of fundamentals, is as follows. All that 
purports to be true is true, for theintegrity of slef depends upon 
the recognition of the integrity in all other-self. H©x*e is pebhpas 
the one gret point at wleh the occult x&xxKdeparts sharply from the non 
occult, and here is the place where occultism reveals at one its 
greatest strength and greatest weakness. Beginning witn the weakness 
of conventional esotericism, such is nothing more than ordinary human 
gullibility. It is true that hgher truth cannot be grasped by lower

faculty, or spiritaul realitied by human and animal sense. Bit it 
^  is equally true that higher truth is reflected in lower realms by a 

truth which is not only subject to demonstration as truth by lower 
faculties but which, if a real fieflection of the higher, challenges 
the lower judgement to a point of admiration at its exoreme of critical 
reach. The Sabian work is under necessity at times flo do violence to 
conventional ideas, but demands above all other things uhat no vio
lence be dome to conventional ideals, stressing a difference beWeen 
more intellietual concepts and experience-concepts of value, ourreach- 
ings of the inner percetpion of perfection of touch with Source. It
is regarded as fatal to encourage or pemmit the acceptance of anything

cannot ^into the life that erRransKgfc be weighed by the present values of the Hie, 
therefore the Sabian pledges repudiate ay blind allegiance to visible 
or invisible intelligence, Lodge or the like, but instead demand that 

/**■> the student creqte and remain true to his own respomsibility. The 
strength of occultism is not its loyalty to the unknown and the un
tried, but its unswerving faith in Source. A claim of truth is fun-
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damentally an assertion of che integrity of a conception, tut as no 
conception it true outside its own reference (two apples and t m j hours 
do not make four anything), so all conception is tnue in somerej.er- 
erence, if aly in the hope or expectation within the limits 01 the mind 
(this a lie may often be seen to be a xaxprestatement of truth), ‘̂he o 
cultist is not so much interested in the factual ©reification of a 
statement as in its revelation of that which leads to its Source. He 
develops the eye to see beneath and into, rather than abve ad away 
from things (missing their significance, that is, and in bondage to 
them because he does not understand tjiem), and so the Sabian work does 
not quarrel with the substance of man's thinking vut rather gives at
tention to the mechanism of thought, or to logic ii the highest snse, 
making the perceptions of life a game, a questing for reality which is 
of the eternal and not of the superficial, w ich is of the real other-
fellow and not of hs outward prdtaase,

The conservation of achievement in the individual is the re- 
fore a carrying into thinking of that which has been put aown as a 
principle of living, the fact that man is mastered by any issue which 
he does not master (in Lesson V, a corresponding to this), and the 
prior lessons are here dawn to a new’ head in the realization that ev
erything in life must be met, and must be met in thinking ralrns at 
least in its w n  center. Immortal ideq is conception in touch with 
Source. All the falseness and pretense of life is but the outer man
ifestation of a failure to make a proper relation between Source and 
other-Hource, Logic is the organization of thinking so that it will 
be true to itself, preventing the loss of a conception in non-related 
applications, especially making unnecessary the back-tracking in human 
thoughts and realizations through which ideas become mortal and the 
individual loses confidence in his own realizations. ,J-he student 
must face every issue raised in the realm of his thinking a#d master 
it, therefore he cannot accept gratuities of divine wisdom from a



charlantanry that dare not subject itsslf.to the-everyday scrutiny of 
alert minds of the world. Higher truths are hidden , bjut to ohe under
standing, not the perception. Esotericism, long repudiated in prin
ciple at least throughout business and politics, has no lingering 
■place in religion or in the study of higher truth.

The conscious appraach to life mastery is consequently the 
development of a true logic in the mental processes, fundamental 
principles or laws of thought are learned, and are applied to all the 
analysis and synthesis of life’s pBfeblems. The most simple explana
tion is seen to be, always the most adequate. Thus, the sun rises

studentand creates the day. If the study of astronomy and this explana
tion is inadequate i n reference to celestial dynamics, the larger 
truth of the immovalbe sun and planetary earth is taken, but this does 
not invalidate the smaller truth in the smaller realm. There is an 
infinite regress of fact or thuth which quickly leads to skepticism, 
therefore occult logic demands that the explanations or principles of 
life never be carried beyond an individual experience in which they 
can be xasiaxHEix substantiated.

The general control of environment——the keeping of the princi
ples of life withing the periphery of the experience, so thht the aspi
rant never otureaches hims&lf and becomes gullible, a creature of a 
mere hoe sustained faith— is expressed by the primary principle of oc
cult logic, that the intelledt if permitted to lose touch with Source 
must infallibly run to skeptism. The intellect is creative, the 
divine faculty in the individual, but touch with Source is renewing, 
strengthening the creation of selfhood, and it is experienced rathw 
than thought. Touch with Source is of the heart, as contrasted with 
the intellect, and in the Sabian work the emphasis is placed at dl 
times in the will, which comes out of the touch with Source and is of 
the nature of feeling or sheer expansion of selfhood. The creative
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intellect is servant of the will, immortal idea is not that which the 
intellect creates but that in which the intellect has its being.

The enlarged recognition of values, following upon a grasp 
of the intregilSy of all thinking ad all creative activity of selfhood 
in the light of the periphery of the will of that selfhood, becomes 
the necessity of Occam’s razor, or the law of parsimony in formal log
ic, the principle that the simplest explanation shall always be taken 
as the most valid. In other words, the explanationsof thought are 
mechanisms for thinking, and only real as such. Trhth is a mechanism 
for realization, an interchange of reality among men to increase real
ity for the race. Immortal idea is always and ever touch with Source.

The contribution to enduring personality, through the lift
ing of the life to power in service, is here the rulihg our of cause 
and effect as in any way operative in and through higher life. The 
relationships between realities are reciprocal, and an effect is also 
a cause. Thus the son who causes his father b be a father, Cause and 
effect, literally taken, set up an infinite regress, and place life’s 
emphasis wholly away from Source, utterly destructive to real person
ality.

The thirteenth note in the commitment of self is therefore 
the avoidance in thinking of dl infinite regressions (the devil of 
the Sabaan work, the most tempting evil one of the mind), with a con
stant return to center instedd of the most simple move to reality, 
and elamination becomes keyword <bf the process. Faith is strengthen
ed by repudiation, if it is sound, hence all doubts are bloomed, but
bccLUght back to Source.
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SABIAN FUNDAMENTALS XIV —  ABSOLUTE AUTHORITY

This lesson is a consideration of the sixth of eight phases 
in the art of thinking, and the statement of underlying principle, at 
this point in the study of fundamentals, is as follows. Vlaues are 
to be tested in the realm of broadest proof, and in the modern world 
the common value-currency of commerce, or money, becomes the barometer 
of spiritual authority for the individual. In other words, his fi
nancial status or degree of prosperity is the indicaiton of his reali
ty of genuine self-expansion. This is an application of occult logic, 
for the simplest clue h the social status of the seeker in his com
mand of the simplest or commonest agency in social intercourse. Obvi
ously there are difficulties here, a chance for far too literal appli
cations of the principle stated. But in general it is put thus in 
the Sabian work, the student's relationships with life are such that 
he properly is able it all times to execute the full desires of his 
will, and to pessess those things which give him fullest satisfaction 
as a spiritual citizen in a material world. The seeker must never b e 
in bondage to things, and when possiession becomes an obsesseion and 
mony a god, the barometer operates perhaps in indirect proportion to 
the bank account. But no merit is to be seen in privation as such. 
Fortitude under limitation is often a laziness of spirit, and unless a 
definite, positive and conscious purpose is served by the ^privation 
of the being, it is demanded of the Sabian student that he master his 
everyday predicament before taking the first real step upon the higher 
path, "ealth and power are not desireable possessions, but they are 
inbaluable agencies for those who have porper sense of stewardship, 
the proper capacity to serve the race. Science is enthroned upon a 
hig place in the Sabian work because it is through science that man 
hasgained his greatest possession, conquered the world of nature, 
bent all forces of the universe to his bidding. The student finds



that much of his teaching is illustrated in scientific terms, not to 
the point of demanding a scientific training but to the point of estab-

ijlishing a psychic rappart with the most potent universe-molding fac
tors, the greatest possession of the race. And in terms of finance 
and the structure of the business and economic realm of everyday, here 
is set up for the student a relationship which will mofct infallibly 
guide him inthe intelligent estimation of his own spiritual progress.

The conservation of achievement in the individual is there
fore an establishment of the integrity of selfhood as an integer in 
its social place; it is in this establishment that the great deomonstra- 
tions in the lives of the New Thought and occult devotees ill be found to 
take place. Here the prior lessons are drawn to a new head and the 
idea that mood is the active life determinan (from Lesson VT, corre
sponding with this) is the idea behind the spiritual barometer of life 
as this is especially established in money or the common coin of social 
interchange. Man must be set up on the basis of acomplete integrity 
of foundation touch with Source, thoroughly unified h the conscious
ness of selfhood, and this, by the clarification of the relationships 
with all life, gives strength and power in the individual with life 
promptly compensates. In the world in general there is so much that 
to itsilf will gain the greatest social balue. Absolute authority is 
the supreme mood of being. A Jesus or a great spiritual teacher pos
sess this to do so great a degree that he is ale to heal all the ills 
of life, even death. Mood is the life determinant from the standpoint 
of the individual, and when in this there comes a consistent jbsolute- 
ness of touch with Source there is an authority in selfhood which life 
iSannot help but certify

The conscious approach to lif; mastery is consequently the 
training and disciplining of self to this state of inner or real being,
Money is particularly the safest barometer of the acheivement because



money is the most spiritual af all things visible and exchangeable 
Thus money possesss a couble integrity, linking the individual deter
minant mood with the dominant social mood. The value of money is 
primarily the integrity of the government: Even gold, which might
seem to have value independent of nations, is wholly dependent upon 
the safety of life and possession which government first of all ex
ists to establish, for if a man of great vrealth had personally to de
fend his own gold he would have neither time nor energy for an actual 
appreciation or possession of its value. And then the individual, 
according to his tastes and appetites, his responsibilities and vision, 
vail find the same number of dollars a very little or a great deal of 
money, and so he establishes its secondary integrity. The Sabian 
standard for its students in finance is that the conventional world 
is to be mastered to su h a degree that the desires of the will may be 
fulfilled, but that the soul is never to be sold to the world in the 
possession of that which lacks appreciation fecause not enough of self 
has been challenged in its gdning.

The general control of environment— or the establishment of 
a proper balance between that which is requisitioned from the phyisical 
and practical world, and that which is given by self in compensation—  
is expressed in the characteristic Sabian demand that each student cul
tivate luck, or a free flow of interaction between outer life and Urn- 
self. Luck in this sense is not a matter of gratuitous gifts from 
the gods, or special attention from higher reality, but rather the 
cultivation of a sympathy with the underlying life currents in the 
race. The Sabian work makes a constant employment of signatures or 
intelligible coincidences by which the student may know that he and 
life, at least momentarily, are at one. The ^abian student becmes 
intelligently superstitious, and lives in co-operation with life upon 
the basis of asolute authority, not hopeful expectation.

The enlrged recognition of values, a graSS
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of the importance of the individual’s pise in outer life, is based 
primarily upon the spending class of the individual and the adjust- 
ments by which he squares his outer relationships and his inner develop
ment. He may increase or decrease his participation in convention
al life. # and may have the full gamut of conscious choice or outer 
place in bieng, but in and through it all he maintains the nealth 
wealth and happiness which are the Sabian signatures of absolute au
thority.

The contribution of enduring personality, through the lift
ing of the life to power in service, is here the establishment of a 
porper importance h life, compelling from the world of everyaay the 
recognition of absolute authority as steward of social balues. On a 
lower level, where the participation in higher or eternal values is 
slight, this importance has to be rather literal, a training in stew- 
ardship, but on a/ higher levels it is merely the luck of magnifleant 
living.

The fourteenthnote in the commitment of self is therefore 
the avoidance of 11 bondage to the superficialities of life, with yet 
a full oarticipation in lif , a full interchante of values in the low
er and Uglier coinage of being, and delegation become keyword of the 
process. Asmoney literally is a delegation i6f social authority, so 
the aspirant makes his living a money or a delegation of the absolute 
authority within him to a practical anc sompensated service in life.
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SASIAN FUNDAMENTALS XV —  COMMUNITY HONOR

This lesson is a consideration of the seventh of eight phases 
in the art of thinking, and the statement of underlying principle, at 
this point in the study of fundamentals, is as follows. All real law 
embodies the consent of the governed, and therefore assent to the re
striction or limitation of higher necessity is always the first pre
requisite to a conscious control of the expansion or explostion of self* 
to the achange of lower and less satisfactoryfor higher and more 
spiritual or trflLlly gratifying predicaments ibn life. Here is the an
swer to the problem that is arouded it the mind by the consideration of 
the Sabian instructions up to this point, i.e., its apparent utter self
ishness and coldness, its seeming purposefulness or calculation and 
scheming in every detail of life. What is unfortunate in all this is 
the necessary employment of language wholly inadequate for taking the 

^  consciousness of man oty of its own periphery, or for helping a higher 
understanidng without contributing to dkeptism. And what is doubly 
unfortunate is that as the limitation of language must be accepted for 
understanding, so the limitation of life must be scepted for growth, 
exactly as hs been just stated in th£ form of a preliminary principle.
All Sabian instruction hinges uopon the making and keeping of a touch 
with Source, but this is only words, unreal, to anyone who is unableto 
achieve the touch as a matter of experience. In other wods, this 
touch with Source is not a moment , and therefore real in time, although 
such a momnet may identify it. i'o prevent the deification of a moment 
the Sabian work therefore touches the unrelity of both past and future, 
and makes the present an eternal reality instead of a reiterated punc
tuation between fact and potentiality. This is a device to overcome, 
as a matter of intellectual experience (i.e., spiritual realization), 
similat fashion selfhooe is seen to exapnd, to explode, to move from 
predicament to predicament in an even and continual movement away from



center, so that touch with Source is not conatact real in space, spa- 
tiiiily limited in its reality. And in the same way the touch with 
Source is refused a reality in intelligence because wrhile its reality 
is seen to exist within the self, it is experienced rather than identi
fied there. In order to possess it the individual is forced constant-

realities
ly to assent to exterior or signature relaities, only as real
as he makes them so through the touch with Source by which they all light
ed, illuminated, given eternal and universal implication. Here may be 
an illusionary world from a superficial point of view, but it can only 
be illusionary if the point of view actually is selfhish or cold, calcu
lating or insincere. Out of self flows, properly, a warmth of realiza
tion, Time and space are not infinite regresses in which man is 
caught, intelligende merelya way to dkeptical realizatioh of the hope
lessness of hs lot. '•'•here is a re&lity so real that it cannot be 
limited, either by experience or mind, and so real that there an be no 
separation from it. Instead, everything into which self flows is 
caught in the outppush of this reality and in the expansion of self 
there is contribution to the reality of all other things, and to the 
warmth and gpdsr satisfaction of a life to be shared and uplifted in fellow
ship with all life, all other individuals.

The conservation of achievement in the individual is there
fore the enhancement of his assent to the expansion of other-life, and 
to the limitation of the factors of soocal coinage. This has been 
carried to its extreme of signature value in the prior lesson, but as 
a negative rather than positive social duty. The latter is the ques
tion of the relationship of the student to law, and of the place of 
jurisprudence in the Sabian work. Law in its form is enactment by 
the legislative bodies whihc, in any land, express the sovereignty as 
such has been established by custom. In the United States actually, 
and in all lands in principle, the sovereignty liewin the people— the
mass— the race— and a political reality is at all times a puvlic senti-
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merit, i.e., a social dominant mood. Law is effective in sentiment,

and the spiritual law is no less (ipendent upon the sentiment of Keen, 

hence, theseeming great power of evil in a world dominated by selfhis- 
ness, or by the admiration for things as such. The prior lessons are 
here drawn to a new head, and it nay be seen again (as in Lesson VII, 
corresponding to this) that healing heals when a healing is wished, 
and that, from the present point of view, theindividual*s real or con
scious participation in the social scheme is the wishing or will-action 
of society that leads to the healing in society. Selfishness is mere
ly uncertain will-action, a fear-full perverted touch with Source. The 
aspirant consents to live, if he does so consciously, in order to serve. 
All "interest" in life is fundamentally, of its own nature unselfish.

The conscious approach to life mastery is consequently the 
elevation of community interest above personal interest, or ordinary 

/"""S culture, good manners, human courtesy and the like , a submission of
self to law and order that through law the self may have greater expan
sion. Man becomes his own policeman. He finds his liferty in re
striction.

The general control of environment— or the winning of life 
through co-operation rather than self-centerdness, through expansion 
of self into rather fchan out of the lives of tothers— is expressed in 
the invisible feliowiship upon the highest plan$, butin an equivalent 
of this on even the lowest plane in terms of a community interest. 
Nature provides the lower form from the beginning in tribal law (super
stition), by which men found even the sphere of sense gratification, 
enlarged througha submission of will t> social limitation, and the 
codified law of man (abused as the law-making functions of society may 
be), slowly edudates the race into the conscious assent of lower man to 
the higher necessities of his bieng. The greatest of all human traits 
is seen to be courage, or self-integrity in terms of control, and the
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greatest form of courage is seen to be moral, i.e., honor. Honor 
^  arises in community of interst, in definite sharing of values, espec

ially avalues on a higher plane. Community honor is the peak in the 
development of civilization, always, and the first social duty of the 
aspirant is ±sx eternally the contribution of all his interest to com
munity honor.

The enlarged recognition of values, following upon a grasp of 
the real unselfhishness or homorablenature of spiritual selfhishess 
in aspiration, is honor in tis aspectt of individuality. The core of 
personality is honor to ideals, hence honotr: in all social relations.

The contribution to enduring perosnolity, through the lifting 
of the life to power in service, is here the realization of discipline 
on its highest aspet, Pgysical freedom, with all its catering to the 
passions and senses, is spiritual bondage, therefore it may be said 
that spiritual freedom is physical limitation, or the extreme of self- 
commital to service or to preservation of community honor.

The fifteenth note in the commitment of self is therefore al
most an exaggerated plunging ogf self into all the affairs of life, not 
as a busybody ar superior and wise outsider but as a humbel participant 
inxxsxxxEK wishing to find new facets of self in unsuspecting privileges 
of growth in service and co-operation becomes keyword of the process. 
Outwardly the aspirant builds his community, to grace it with honor in 
his personality, inwardly he learns to know the invisible fellowship 
as a community eternal honor or lawful endeavor.
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SABIAN FUNDAMENTALS XVI -- ETERNAL PURPOSE

This leson is a consideration of the eighth of eight phasies 
in the art of thinking, and the statement of underlying principle, at 
this point in the study of fundamentals, is as follows. Selfhood if 
real must be self-transcenting, so that there is no bondage either to 
theideas or ideals of self, or to the limitations and predicaments 
through which the self knows itsslf, and this self-transcendence is 
therefore expressed in the dual necessity of being, the need of all 
selfhood, to be necessary, and the need of all selfhood for self-expres
sion. Here is merely an application of the perfect copoperation be© 
tweem self and life in general. And in this principle is perhaps the 
most practical foundation in all the Sabian work for thinking through 
to the solution of personal problems. The very expansion or explo
sion of self is certification of the second of the needs, and achild 
a few hours after torth, as well as the most primitive savage will 
stubbornly insist upon self-expression above the satiation of every 
physical need of life. No matter how cultured or schooed in social 
grace an individual may be, he will find all the veneer of his train
ing quickly penetrated if all self-expression is denied him. It is 
when there is no genuine avenue for the self to express i self that hu
man nature becomes ugly, nast and unsocial, ^he outpouringsof the 
being is the root of the being itself, consequently in the Sabian work 
ihsevery phase of the disciplie is designed to d-d, in one way or another, 
the incereased and perfected self-expression of man. The need to be 
necessary is not as obvious as a principle of life, but oecause of the 
absolute co-oper&ibe nature of the social scheme of hings at root, it 
is as operatib as the other, and it is often easier to work out a per
sonal problem by cre&ting the channel of need for ohe individual in the 
lives of others than by attempting to establish first the channel for 
self-expression through the co-operation of the others. The awpirant



is taught to serve others, dirctly or through the race, so far as his-- 
conscious effort is concerned, and to leave to the operation of law the 
adjustment of his predicaments of life, so that they permit the greater
self-expression to which he will he entitled.

The aonservation of achievement in the individual is there
fore the appraaeh to life in brms of an eternal and universal purpose, 
and in this the aspirant is known through his will, or in that person 
ality which expresses Hhe will or in-touch-with-Source element in and 
throgh all being. There is, of course, he danger in the teleologi
cal purpose-approach to things that the student will forget that 
this concept is used primarily to avoid the natural association of time 
and space with the infinite regress, and of intelligence with Skepti
cism (its own peculiar infinte regress) and will set up an inf^ ® ive 
regress orf purpose, visualizing purpose in time (as a divine sxBxiMZ 
process) or in space or intelligence (a universe of divind heerachies 
or castes) axxxn and so losing the force of the terminology. ¥13)1 thorough- 
out the Sabian work is the expression or activity of perosnality— the 
attitudes and attributes of selfhood in their social revelation <$ 

thenselves— and personality, differeing only in the degree of evidence 
of itsslf, is to fe seen as like all other personality or is touch with 
SourceSness per se. The prior lessons are here drawn to a new and 
climatic head, and the real nature of personality is seen in the depths 
of its strength, in its resistance to attenuation or loss of itself in 
an infinite regress. Whether the phiolospher is what he dreams himself 
to be, or what his deeam-self mi^ht possibly be dreaming his supposed 
real self to be, there is yet the personality which is no matter which 
way it is dreaming. Man*s difficulties in self-realization are not 
difficulties of his being, but of his understanding and this the Sabian 
student is never permitted to forget. Personality remains a fact, no 
matter how the mind may seek to negate it in time, space or skepticism, _ 
and will is its fact in ppe^atimn. The principle that the deeper the



depth, the slower and queiter the manifestation (lesson VIII, xorre- 
sponding to this), is the principle of a persohality which upon its 
culture becomes less and less vulnerable to time, space and intelli
gence negation.

The conscious approach to life mastery is consequently the 
rooting of personality in eternal and universal purpose, the establish
ment of the will side of the nature as the idnetificaltion of touch- 
with-Source. The Ibn Babirol philosophy, upon which the Sabain work 
is based, jhere identifies the necessity of the being in the will be
cause, while it is immortal, it is not capabel of infinite regress. 
Nature gives all life its eternjl purpose in the urge-to-be (time), the 
urge to be in others (to be necessary) and to have self-expression or 
space) and the urge to be conscious (intelligence)m and when these are 
healthy the individula flowers into genuine personality. Only when 
thess urges are permitted to thin out does the being droop. Then 
comes evil. Others are robbed of vitality (false being necessary or 
fetal) and injured (false sslf-expressmon), and personality becomes 
a complex of obsessions.

The general control of environment— or the avoidance of be
coming even superficially that which there is no will-to-be-is ex
pressed in the proper or spiritual freedom of individuality, and the 
root of this is learning the lesson that personality is dependent upon 
nthing other than itself for its own welfare. Obsession, or the ad
mittance of other-will in the place of personality, fetal, or the 
clinging to other-self rather than Source; and vice, or the placing of 
reality in the senses and scterior nature rather than in the will or 
interior being, are the means by which personality is destroyed, the 
life is squared to its real potentiality by its commital to its high
est ideal, and while eternal purpose is only a device of understanding, 
it yet serves to enlist all the faculties in the service of the person



a-Hty, and so-permits the personality to know--its-slf -by--being necessary, 
and to enhance itself by a genuine higher self-expression.

The enlarged recognition of values, following upon a grasp of 
the rellity of personality above all other possi bel concepts of self
hood, is a moving or a definite action towads a centering of the con
sciousness in this personality which is alike in self, other-self and 
in any and all expressions of divine nature. And such is accomplished 
•ya-raiarY-srawdTar^ygYFrggxxwrarreffydtytne^aggtHXgxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
by a living-in-all personality, in the bigness and greatness of God, 
(where there is no complication with time, space or infelligence) and 
in the magnitude of human character wherever it is to be found. Here 
is emulationcarried on and beyond i±B±ta±±Baa imitation.

The contribution to enduring poersnlait, through the lifting 
of the life to power in service, is here the realization that the only 
valid, universal and eternal (intelligence, space and time) distinction 
between personality and personality is sheer difference. All ar 
alike except in absolute identity, therefore that which is most- ®eal in 
s&lf is that different from mere all-self, or absolute personality.

The sixteenth note in the commitment of sslf therefore a 
is a grasping of the difference in self, the nascent personality, as a 
spiritual £brce, and. the stripping of self down to this root in basic 
Source, stimulating the whole of the life to eternal purpose, universal 
determination and absolute faith, and activation becomes keyword of the 
process. Personality is lifted to a true independence, for man now 
wills all self-manifestation, and in definite experience 01 Source, 
at once possible, the student gains a new hold upon immortality.
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SABIAN FUNDAMENTALS XVII —  DIRECTIVE TIME

This lesson is a consideration of the first of eight phases 
in the art of knowing, and thestatement of underlying principle, at 
this point of the study of fundamentals, is a sfollows. xime is illu
sion, annihilating that which it is able to swallow wholly within it- 
sslf and establishing that to which its service ss compelled, so that 
the tine seme controls all reality. As a prolem of thinking this 
greatest of all difficulties in the consciousness of man, the time- 
determination of slehodd, has alredy been analyzed (Lesson XI) and 
the avoidance of any solipsism carefully charted. But with the tran
sition to the third of the great groups of considerations in these les
sons, the art of knowing, a different approach to the factor oftime is 
vital, and primary. x‘he art of knowing is the scientific side of the 
Sabian work, in contrast with the art of thinking or pnilosophical 
side; and the art of living or religious side, and to science, m  the 
work, is give:i the task of making facts thinkable. ± lm e touches 
facts in the directness of their reference to sell, nore fundamentally 
than space, and on consequence the importance of the now in knowing 
cannot be o¥©restimated. rj;'ime is directs because it is fundamental 
in the approach to anything as fact. Life begins add ends in time so 
far as an individual is concerned, and it is progression of being 
(time relations primarily) that builds up life to its sense of reality 
(illusion in the theatrical sense) and that in the same operat -on re
veals life as superficially ephemeral (illusion in the philosophical 
sense). In its directing function, therefore, time may be said to be 
dimension, and for the control of reality and a first step in making 
all faxts thinklcable, the universe is to be seen in dimesnions of the 
now. At one pole of reality is man, whose now is a tiny punctuation 
of the vast scheme of things, and a the other pole is God, able to 
embrace everything in his now. Between these are trying realities,
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capable of organization in terras of various dimensions of being. And 
with the realization that reality is reality, man as real as God in 
his moment, the dimensions of being may be boogght to control and made 
thinkable. Man may climb to any desired height of realization if on
ly he will cede no finality to the time spans of his experience.

The conservation of achievement in the individual is there
fore an enhancement of his sense, and in this the piior lessons are 
drawn to a new hea. Lessons I and IX have a special pertinancy here. 
There is no -Spiritual progress possible to man unless he remain true to 
Source, and this is to be seen primarily as a fiathfulness to the now 
of selfhoodl Huge moments of the pa£t are never to be put out of the 
now, and in memory and consciousness at least the seeker is to renew 
and remold constantly the whole substance of his experience, remaining 
spiritually alive becasue all life from every plane where he has made 
contact with it is enabled truly to live in him. It is the continued 
expansion of self, the steady explosion of being, that enables man to 
the great ad glorious reality of the now. In this time is directive, 
and selfhood is given dimensional stability.

The conscious approach to life mastery is now consequently an 
organization of the now focus of reality, a patterning of the illusion 
of being, and this is accomplished by a dimensional charting of life 
and manifestation through pure or abstract number, time besoming asso
ciated with the oudad or first and unemanating ofe of Pythagoras (the 
"oudad" is a coined term on the analogy of monad, duad, elc. identify
ing the zero or root number) and identified as no-dimension or sheer 
reality (sheer now) which of itself is nothing but which permits all 
dimension and especially permits a focus from which all dimension may 

^  be taken. ihe student is here bought squarely face to face with the 
fundamentals of traditional Occultism, and he must see that these are 
a mechanism, a deus ex machina existing soliey to make facts thinkable. 
From a practical point of view this means that facts are to be brought



under control, for only as a fact may be taken in mind may the Will 
proceed to shape it or adjst to it as may be necessary, and the pur
pose in all this is that the student may have the knowledge requisite 
for his selective conditioning and the real solution of the problems of 
his life and being. All life is ritualized in the sense that it is 
patterned to intellignet idea, brought into conformity to the idealiza
tion of the self. The universe is learned in its aberrations and ir
regularities, and it is seen that there is no mmre surface ordea? in the 
world as a whole than in normal uncontrolled individual life. ihe 
wise saying of Albert Einsfcein— that when the universe (and so the 
self) seems in disorder (refusing to be ordered) there is merely indi
cation of an unknown law in opeation— is taken to heart in the Sabian 
work and by an aorganization of the knowing faculties such unknow 
laws are successfully brought into the dimension of slef.

The general control dJf environment— or this bringing of un
order to the resolution of the disorder in the predicaments of life—  
is expressed in the science of astrology, or control of life through 
the cycles of being. F1 or the scientific minds among the students the 
sense of astrological principles is presented as needed under otjier 
mrHnr guise. In astrology itself the direct interchangeability of time 
units is learned, how a day may be a year and a year a thousand, and 
the reverse, and also the definite character of time units. There are 
days, and a certain day, years and the year, and so on. Cycles are 
seen as realities, not limitations of raal'ty, and as such, factors to 
be utilized and brought to the service of man.

The enlarged recognition of values, following upon a grasp of 
the character of tme units and time cycles, is gained in a sensing of 
the regularity of the personal, individual and national cycles of life 
in type pattern, that is, one man's whole expereicne will chart in 
phases of the experience of others, and what may seem to be uniquely



the problem in one case has been and will be the problem in others.
The iaole universe is ordered in unsuspected root factors of experience. 
Recapitualtion becomes the outstanding characteristic of time inter
change and the whole deus ex machine proves to be a means of the meas
ure and identification of reacp&tulamry factors in experience. Change 
in smaller cycles is seem possible throgut the fixity in large cycles, 
so far as the smaller are concerned, and these are charted and used.

The contribution to enduring personality, through the lifting 
of the life to power in service, is here the realization that if the 
now gives reality to time cycles, and the larger cycles to the smaller 
it must be personality that gives reality to history, and the greater 
personality to the smaller. xherefore the Sabian work largely builds 
its instruction upon great or type personalities.

The seventeenth note in the commitment of self is therefore a 
grasping of personality as a now powwr——beginning with the power of per
sonality to abstract eality as well as to give it to all things— and 
annihilation is keyword <bf the process. This is the school of the 
Absolute or the oudad, and, because of the widespread influence of Chris
tian Science, Mary Baker G. Eddy may be taken as type ofr prophet of a 
root realization in Absolute selfhood.
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SASIAN FUNDAMENTALS XVIII —  DISTRIBUTIVE SPACE

^  This lesson is a consideration of the second of eight phases
in the art of knoing, and the statiament of underlying principle, at 
this o:int in the study of fundamentals, is as follow. Space is re© 
lationship, drawing alllperception to center and substantiating all 
conception or creative idea, therefore the space ense sustains all 
reality, w'hat is at stake here in the understanding, the realization 
of the necessity for an increasingly social element in the experfeance 
of man, has hen the general theme of these foundation lessons from the 
beginning, so that it has been expressedfrom ine point of view and an
other, throughout, indeed, it is the general tenor of the Sabian work as 
a whole. When it comes to the pBroblem of knw&ng and the ivelopment 
of a tree science of being the social neessity must be made a cardinal 
principle, therefore the student is psresented with the golden truth of 
occultism, all things are related to all other things, Lin activity 
substance and form. Substance is the central j.act of this relation
ship, and such is space in the broadest sense, for even consionsness 
and ideas must h substantiated if they are to be seen in relationship 
to each other. And now, at this point, the student must take great 
care that he do no unravel the skein of hihger knowledge too rapidly, 
and become tangled in the threads of his understanding. xhe phenomenon 
of true relationship is that every related memfcfer of any given re
lationship will provide a means for the expre§&ion of the terms of the 
relationships among itsslf and the other members. These lessons have 
been classified in terms of the arts of living, think.ng ano knowing, 
and this classification has also been expressed as the religion, phil- 
eeephy and s&ience of man. -̂ ny of these may be taken to express the
others. As religion can ŝ tape the thinking and. knowing of man effec-and experi-
tively, so science can contribute both to his realisation xxxaxtxafxixxx 

Uubstance is the religion or art-of-living member of the trini-ence.



ty5 and the lessons began with substance ecause substantiation of his
experience is the first necessity of the seeker. Activity is the
v-i , „ truth,philosopny of art-of-thinking element in the golden and this is
the dimension-creat&ng time with which the present section ofeight 
lessons began because here the consideration is of the form or pattern 
of relationships (relationship as relationship, the art of knowing) and 
a charting of relationship is an activity of thinking and must start 
with the most fundamental element in the reality, or control of reality 
element in the make-up of the thinker. Here is real sport for the ad
venturesome mind, the questing after reality in its myriad points of 
view, and the obtaining of a higher mastery over life and all itsphas- 
es as a by-product of the process. But the seeker must not lose him
self? for this is not the structure of mak-believe, or an idle mental 
nightmare. Pattern is essentially real, as fundamentla as time and 
space, and in the universal gravitation of all things by which space is 
charted a touch is made with a new reality (to the discussion of which 
the following lesson will be given).

The conservation of avhievement in the individual is there
fore a reorientation of the view of selfhood by which self is seen as 
the literal and actual center of the universe, space-real, and in this 
the prior lessons are drawn to a new head. Lessons II and X have a 
special pertinency here. Attitude is the result and not the cause of 
the situation of the individual in life because the individual as a 
space-center of the universe sustains rather than creates a reality.
He establishes the nature of relationship, not the nature of that to 
which he related himself. His attitude is a part of his predicment, 
and the fixity and certainity of all things within and without himsslf, 
as a pointing inspace, is that assuranae of re&ltiy that justifies the 
effort to make something of life through a time expression. If the 
undesirable predicament of the self is fixed (so long as the self sus
tains it) the self may be sure that desirable predicament to be estab



lished will have a satisfactor reality. space therefore justifies 
time. It Firtt becomes clear that man both individually and in the race 
isactually the summary and prophedy of dl evolution, and that in him and 
through him all things are possible.

The conscious approach to life mastery is consequently an 
organization of the distributive function of space in terms of self
hood,# the great physicists of the world, at the time this lesson is 
written, are distressed over the exploding universe. Unimportant as 
the earth, the sun and the celestial system to which they belong must be 
among the millions of similar systems seen in the heavens, yet the wole 
universe is moving away from the earth and its group as evenly as 
though it were the center of all. A phenomenon of peeception, it is 
yet evidence of the nature of space, and of selfhood, -tforce as well 
as matter exists in this dpace, and force is time (the cycles by which 
centers of force create atoms and moelcules). This turning of all up
on theunity of a center (whether space, time orother element^ is the 
operation of the moiiad or one as the second of the abstract numbers by 
which the pattern of the All is to be charted and brought ihto the 
understanding. Life mastery is dependent upon self-distribution or 
making the sttf's external (space) centering of the universe as practi
cal and real as its internal (time) in terms of now.

The general control of environment——or the making of the 
space-center of self in the universe an actual reality— is expressed in 
a first application of astrology (possible even without any direct 
knowledge of thescience). Astrology is pirmarily a spatial science, 
mapping the relationships inherent in all life situation, and its sym
bolism of all things in brms of spheres and sphere relations is liter- 
aly correct to a degree that gib’es graphic force to the great sphere 
principle of occultism, the so-called Hermetic axion, as aboe, so be 
low. The student is trained to view the outer universe primarily as 
that h w :ich he sustaiuas himself as real, knows reality and, by meeting
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reality in others, knows other-self and in social interchange gains 
greater and greater fulness of genuine selfhood.

The enlarged recognition of values, following upon a grasp of 
slefhood as fundamentally real (or sustained in its reality) through 
interchange with that which it centers, is gdned through this fact 
that man is at the center of everything known to him. For man, varied 
in hs knowing and distributed in relative grades of reality, is at the 
center of may realms, and all of these he makes real, developing so
cial discrimination, and exercising power through the interchangeabili
ty of space elementsl

The contribution to enduring peesononality, through the lifting 
of thelife to power in service, is here the realization of the multi
ple-faceting of being which constitues personality. Occultism offers 
a fullness of universal personaliity-charting by means of interchange
able space units of globes, continents, nations, kingdoms, races, spe- 
eies and all the sf$ieres of spatial reality.

The eighteenth note in the commitment of self is therefore a 
realization of the centralizing or reality-yielding function of self
hood, or genuine personality, and unification is keyword of the process. 
The school of knowing or the coldification of this point of view is 
Unity (suggested by Charles Fillmore's group) or the monad— Christian
ity in its genuine emphasis of the perfection of selfhood— and St. John 
the Divine may be take n as its prophet.



SABIAN FUNDAMENTALS XIX —  COMPARITIVE FORM

This leson is a consider&fcion of the third of eight phases 
in the art of knowing, and the statement of underlying principle, at 
this point of the study of fundamentals, is as follows. Form is bal
ance, directly ser#in& to destroy tie infinite regress and to mane ex

perience possibel as a blending H±eor co-opertion of feimd and space; 
therefore the form sense certifies all reality, lime and space are 
such a common delimiting of cxpereice as to need no demonstaation, 
but the fact that the form or pattern permitting their blending or co
operation as this expereince is a separate and eoostdinate reality will 
gain little acceptance from a age that clings to theinfinite regress 
m  its thinking , and that prefers to lose its responsibility in the re
mote rather than take a conscious and direct control of the predica
ments of life, and so gain the actual fullness of experiecace which ev
ery real seeker soon makes his own. The essential real'ty or pattern 
(or form in terks of the golden truth, or inntlllegence as the collater
a l  terra with tiije and spaee) is the philosophical expression 1S16 the 
general tenor of the Sabian work (given in the previous lessons as a ne
cessity for an increasingly social element in the acperience of man), 
and this is be be seen as the fundamental fact of experience. No 
seeker under the Solar Mysteries is sver permitted to advance either 
his own thinking or the acquired opinions and beliefs; of others to a 
point over and above his own experience. Illumination is an immedi
ateness of touch with ‘the universe. Time and space both lose the 
seeker in the infinite regress because he only knows them as such 
thoough the mind, which is the meeting point of the internal (time) and 
external (space) sense, each creating the infinite regress in the oth
er. But in pattern or form there is a immediateness per se which 
cannot be given remoteness by the mind, without a translation into 
time and space limitations. Intuition is an experience, and all the 
sp -called pshchid and higher gifts of man are merely direct pattern



appreciation, expsrisn.ee Without medi&tlon. fhe great x lashing wo—
^  ments of the life in which all is seen perfect (spaceless and timeless) 

are commonly called religious experiences because they touch the depths 
of being (a spatial phrase accepted for lace of a terminology of pat
tern, form or pure intelligence). The student who is not content oo 
wait until some greater cower vouchsafes him such an exoperience (that 
he may build his illumination upon itfr proceeds b the gaining of a 
pattern-sense by making use of form as a comparituve elemenu, linking 
things in terms of their relaity rather than according to their place 
(space) and occurance (time*, and this he begins by observing the 
likeness common in the greatest divergencies of life (things least 
evolutionaru or contributory) and by making a practical use of the art 
of knowing through seeing how all things gain significance in their paddc
pattern relationship to all other things.

The conservation of achievement in the individal is there
fore a development of that eoemic personality which is able to look 
over the fences of all life limitation in time and space, and to see 
pattern unity and mergence in all things (biffing most sure, of course 
of that which is seen in the greatest divergence of time and space). 
Lessons III and XI have a special pertinency here. The manner of do
ing is more important than what is dome because manner is reference to 
wide divergency, and to that which is neither of time nor space, or the 
ideals of chivalry such as have colored and added reality to ohe pat 
tern sense of every age. And by the same token the past and present 
truly may be seen to exist only in the present because all experience 
is the drawing of time, and scare with it, to the immediateness of self 
reference. Cosmic consciousness is a pttern consciousness, the ofun- 
dation of any illumination under the Solar Mysteries, a direct intui
tion of an immortality and a universaltiy of self.

The conscious approach to life mastery is consequently a de



velop,ent of the experience-capacity of slefhood, and to this end oc
cultism puts forth its doctrine of domain, or its unit or experience
corresponding to the cycle of time and the sphere of space. Domain

\

is defined as the limitation, by cycle of ativity and spatial bounda
ry, of form type (making actual form jbtSEK thinkable by subjecting it to the 
mind's time and space make-up) and all evalutation or experience, if it 
rests upon domain, cones to have that balancd which is at the coot of 
experience itslef, i.e., tolerance in a proper sense, divind under- 
stnading for forgiveness. Here is the operation of the dyad or the 
two as the third of the bstract numbers by which the pattern of the 
All is to be charted, for the dyad is to be seen as the dividing power 
of the cosmos and so the basis of all immediateness, or knowing. Time 
annihilates, space coalesces, but form delatys this by separating these 
into a dyad, permitting a realtiy which is in both ad so may be chart
ed in either. Domain is the practic al operation of the dyad, separat
ing evolutionary and inter-active complications of reality, establish
ing difinition of experience in cycles and spheres. Domain requires an 
experience element for tis realization, and this occultism provides 
in the concept of life-streams or gnoups of intelligence-entities of a 
common grade in time and space, identified spatially as the kingdoms 
(minerals, plants, animals and man) and in time in the consistencies 
of these kingdoms.

The general control of environment — or the elevating of the 
capacity for experience to a power free of space and time limitations—  
is expressed in a n organization in the student's own mind of the maze 
of occult form concepts to which he is now introduced (but wnich ne 
need only know and understand in principle). Kingdom limits form out
wardly and obviously, subjectinb it to evolution. Consistnecy limits 
form inwardly and not at all obviously, subjecting it to interaction
and consciousness. Consistency is the inclusieon of lower kingdoms in 
higher, so that plants contain minerals, animals aV&ptal or groxrth
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principle and minerals, man an animal or movement principle and aiio 
the vegetal and mineral principles. Man has J>ut one domain in which 
he has expereicne, the human kingdon in space and the fourth dimension 
m  time, but the form and pattern of the cosmos require co-operation 
with his experience, and also with the experience of enertjjithing that 
makes hm up (each item taken in its°dSmain) and the liekdesses 
cpmmon in the greatest diversity man finds, most conveniently, immedi
ately at hand in the various domains within himself, so that astrology 
establishes centers of these in man's bodily form, and related these to 
him and also to cosmic or symbolical entities, such as the $)ocalyptic
cities, all to the end that he got a language or a recognition of pure 
experience.

The enlarged recognition of values, folding upon a grasp of 
experience as fundamentally social or co-operative, is gained by a 
practice in correlation, or a recggnition of the form structure of na
ture herself, by means of a divination, making what is subject to ahaly- 
sis in one domain yield light upon every other domain.

The contribution to enduring personality, through the lift
ing of the life to power in service, is here the patterning of all 
life in all things b$s domains, as a universalization of self to symbol
ize lesser things, i.e., its specialization to symbolize greater.

The nineteenth mote in the commitment of self is therefore a 
development of divinatory poweer, the capacity to certify reality, and 
reprsentation is keyowrd of the porcess. The school of universal- 
specifin patterning (the micrcosmibs and the macrcosmos) is the cabala or 
school of the dyad, and Paracelsus is its prpphet.
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SABIAN FUNDAMENTALS XX —  LOCATIVE CONSCIOUSNESS

This lesson is a consideration of the ofurth of eight phases 
in the art of knowing, and the statement of underlying principle, at 
this point in the study of fundamentals, is as follows. Consciousness 
is substance, utilizing the infinite regress of space for the delimita
tion of individual being in order to make possible a definite exterior 
or social sense of individuality, and in eonsciousness the s&jfef sus
tains itself. With consciousness begins the student's necessary ean- 
guage of pure experienne, because in time and space, that he will certi
fy the reality of himself to himself in terms of form or universal pat
tern. Initiation, the goal of all occultism, is well defined as an 
expansion of consciousness or a gining of the larger sense of self as 
pattern. Consciousness is locative because it gives the pattern- 
significance to everything that enters into the awareness of the s&lfy 
and to the consciousness of the spatial or social delimitation of self
hood must be given the whole discipline and trainig of any aspirant 
under the Solar Mysteried. '̂ he type of discipline must be an exercies 
of consciousness, a manipulation of it as a potter manipulates his 
clay, and this is primarily a practice in correlation , or deliberately 
seeing this and that significance in everything touching upon the life. 
It is a process thatmight merely be called an indulgence of the imag
ination (or that form-faculty with which man is Born equipped* were it 
not directed in comformity with the greater pattern of the universe. 
Indeed, in the first stages of occult development, the seeder is given 
no more than a simple appeal to his imagination in space and time pic
tures——the goodness of God, the power of faith, the demonstration of 

^  all things by the ifficacy of the word, the making of speical magical 
or healing touch withdivinity, and so on— without effort to order 
these In any aptterns above the cause-and-effect level of normal life 
and its time and space bondage. The pg@4@dure in carrying the seeker



beyond the fuction of his consciousness in making everthing a si nif- 
icant to self-pattern, to a direction of his consciousness toward eter
nal and universal patten, is the recognition of recapitulation as the 
structure of consciousness, Man as an entity is part of an ordered 
outer world of not-self, and als. he is a great world containing an in- 
teracteive universe of selves. The cycles of time and porcesses of ev
olution meet in M m — in order to be he hhs to recapitulate from germ 
cell to adult the essntial hisibory of the race to which he belongs, 
and from child to adult the development of character marked in his he
redity and environment— and the relationships of space also meet in nim 
and he recapitulated in his senses and socialized organic and phsycho- 
logical functions the structures that make him a real creature 0 1 his 
domain, bip^ct relationships are of the time and space worlci, build
ing the predicments of life and contributing normally to the bondafe of 
the spirit, but the aberrant (regularly divergent) relationships con
tribute to consciousness. (These as such are beyond the scope of the 
present study, but in these present eight lessons an example is seen in 
number patterns# in the fact that the individual one is the second num
ber, a cosmic two, and so on.) In its recapitulation of the elements 
of eternal pattern that make it up, self is aberrant ii its own real&fcjr. 
Selfhood is pattern, the focus of eternal being, real in form only, and 
whenever seeimigly ps captured in time or space is merely found a step 
removed forom itself— aberrant, that is — and Proteus-like retracted into 
itself, this sustaining itsslf as itself and not as any idea or manifes

tation of itself.
The conservation of achievement in the individual is therefore 

an organization of the recapitulatory genius of consciousness, the mani
festation of the aberrant reality of selfhood, and in this the prior 
lessons are drawn to a new head. Lessons IV and XII have a special 
pertinency here. Man creates the substance of his own consciousness,
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which in substance, and so the substance of his own being, by being 
true to Source and so to self, by freely and fearlessly developing the 
distinctive or aberrant characteristics of his own being. Growth is 
diversity from a stage of prior growth because growth primarily is of 
consdiousness, and so must be recapitulatory. All this is not a 
straining for eccentricitu, or a condoning of any violation of the 
standards of life, but is an enhancement of a broader and deeper re- 
capitualtion of the diverging universal relationships.

The conscius appraach to life mastery is consequently a 
charting of theunderlying aberrant or pure form relationships of life, 
and this is acom lished by the occult concept of wotld, providing do 
mains of rnmod or of the divided parts of being. This is the most fa
miliar of the oceultconcepts (with vehicle and race) especially the 
idea of the astral world. In the higher worlds of feing a man alone 
may have real aberrant expression of himself, therevy increasing and 
shaping his consciousness and wisdom, and tin this process the fourth of 
the abstraxt numbers or the triad (the three) is met as the real be
tween the divided monads of the dyad. The triad is hing, activity 
focus, emphasis or self-awre individuality. Ihe domains of self in 
various worlds give that aberration in awareness which is conscious
ness, or locative self, and the dreams, notions and products of the 
imagination of man, when put in their propwr worlds, symblize defi
nite phases of consciousness and so help chart the root patterns of 

self.
The general control of environment— or the identification ££ 

the interacting domains of awareness, in order to bring them to the 
greatest point of co-operation with the self— is expressed in the so- 

^  called astrology of personality, the synbolical organiation of all
life and being. The highest hitualization of consciousness possible 
to man is established in the company of the saints or the great white
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lodge of occultism, an invisible fellowship in which to consummate 
aspiration, and in which the domain of consciousness is too broadly 
social for participation alone, or without a complete slcisl committal 
and immolation of self. In this there is an escape fom the second 
death by a rising in root selfhood above any actual dependence on time 
and space.

T&e enlarged recognition of values, following upon a realiza
tion of the full potentialltyes of selfhood in terms of unlimited ex
pansion of consci:usesss, is gained by an organization of the worlds of 
occultism In terms of plane. Each world is diveided into two planes, a 
lower objective and a higher subjective plane, the former making the 
world manifest, and the latter making its living opweration possible.
In each world, therefore, consciousness know its time and space delim
itation on the root plane, and its form of life reality on the higher.

The contribution to enduring personality, throgh the lift
ing of the life to power in serviee, is here the realization that such 
personality belongs always to a higher plane of a given world, that 
it must be universalize itslef and so symbolize all lesser things by its 
sustainement of them in consciousess or by its capacity to see the in
visible reality that links them all to its own centerof reality.

The tweentieth note in the commitment of self is therefore an 
awakening of the personality as a forming and conforming powee, draw
ing all lower facets of being to a higher reference, and naturaliza
tion, o squaring of allItilings to the gl|hest concepts of nature hersleg, 
is keyword of the process. This is the xlosicrucian school, or the 
schood of the triad (nature, man and God^ and Plitinus is its prophet.
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SABIAN FUNDAMENTALS XXI —  ADJUSTIVE BEING 
This lesson is a consideration of the fifth of eight phases 

in the art of knowing, and the statment of underlying principle, at 
this point in the study of fundamentals, is as follows. Being is per
spective— utilizating the infinete regeess of ti$e for the delimitation 
of individual consciousness, in oreder t> make possible a definite in
terior or personal sense of indiidulity— and in being the self cre
ates itself. With being the student is given a canter f>or his lan
guage of pure experiecne. There are cbrtain diffucilutis with words 
here if the student is not careful.. Being is the most general term
possilbe, and at the core of experience must be the greatest generali
ty possible if the experience is to be pure or capable of complete re
traction into itself. Self is the most general term possible in per
sonal reference, so that being, self and selfhood are interchangeable
terms according to the convenience of the point of view. Concious - 
ness is the substance of selfhood, or the self as aware of other than 
itself (leaving the simple term awareness for self-awareness), and per
sonality is the substance of selfhood as this is known to other than 
self. The use of words in primary reverence to the subject p oint of 
view rather than the object fact is a marked characteristic of the Sa- 
bian work, and with this paxxx the student must become familiar because it 
is the reverse of the general attitude towards w>rd in a world where 
time and space limitation is accepted without a strugle. Time and 
space are of incalculagle value as he dyad of being delimitation (as 
the organization of the ininite regress that charts the explosion of 
being,both in gnereal and particular* but their limitation should be 

ĵmvused rather than accepted as necesary bondage. Subjectivity and ob
jectivity, the second great dyad of knowing in the Sabian system, are 
the dyad of awareness;:: subjectivity contributing to consciousness and 
objectivity to personality, each in co-operation with the other, and
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both organizing point of view according to the concept of cause and ef- 
^  fedt or the infinite regress of reality as opposed to the infinite re- 

ress of being. Reality therefore must be defined. It is being in 
its pragmatic aspect. That which is useful is real to the degree of 
its usefulK^^ is real to the degree of its usefulenss, it is value per se.
Universalization and specialization the third dyad of knodng are the 
dyad of experience, or the infinite regress of the symbolization by 
which occult correlation is organized. Here the consideration passes 
beyond the score of the present lessons. However the student must 
see that his own being patterns all other bein^ that he is the center 
of anythiQg of which he can become aware, and he must know that this is 
universalization. Specialization he must know through his religious 
experience, in which, by beooming a focus for geing greater than him
self, he increases his capacity to universalize all he touches. In 

/•'"'N minor details of life, specialization is training and the development 
of particular fitness, and in connection with selfhood itself it is 
self-dedication. The sacrements are the speical ritual of specializa
tion in Solar Mysteries discipline, and of these the eucharist is the 
type. The student must experience that transubstantiation in whihh 
the eucharistic elements without objective change (to the senses) be
come subjectively changed, or specialized as the gody and bolld of the 
world-spirit (a change in reality), and through which he gecomes trans- 
formodof spiritualized or illumined (i.e., initiated). This without 
time or space is charted in time and. space, without cause and effect is 
pattened in cause and effect, and without symbolical or comparative
actualty is symbolized, and known through comparison and. experience.

being used
The differece is betwe en using and fcgwifeggifflgMx by these elements. Be- 

/>0m̂ ing is perspective, therfore let the student organize his perspectite 
in order to be.

The conservation of achievement in the individual is the re- 
fore a development of the individual gift of perspective (to which the



whole of occult discipline is directed) and in this the-prior lessons 
are drawn to a new head. Lessons ¥ and XIII have a special pertinen
cy here. Man is mastered by the issue he does not mater because he 
is used by that which he does not use. He must have real perspective 
or lese serve- the perspectives implicit in everything touching him, 
within and without. All that purport to be true is true because any per
spective is consistent within its own 11; its. Error is not fought by 
opposition bjt t by mergence of perspectives at root. Every occult 
student must seek to be able to enter into any or every perspective 
and so participate in the being of the cosmos itself. This alont is 
initiation.

The conscious approachto life mastery is consequently the 
art of establishing the proper fhcus or perspective of being, and in 
this process the fifth of the abstract numbers or the tetrad (the four) 
is seen as the means to such an establishment. The tetrad is the 
double dyad, or that double dividing of things which is perspective 
per se, and in advanced wsrH the student will learn that all nature 
herslef as well as all genuine occultism is built upon a fourfold 
schene, the specializing term for being is fourfole being, 
signifying being in its ©active or exploding aspect. Occultins has a 
very definite word for fourfold perspective. This is mind the lens 
of awareness of selfhood in active perspective. There mustbb no con
fusion between mind and brain, intellignence and thelike. Mind is 
the focus of immediate being. It is, therefore, to the training of 
the mind that the Sabian work almot wholly directs itself. The tet
rad is habit, or the conditioned mind. It is self-containment, or 
the power of perspective. Mind is the direct appreception of domain.

The general control of eavironemt— or the shartiag of the
operation of mind, the gaining of full fourfold mastery— is expressed 
in occultism in temms of the vhehicles of man or the potentioal mind, lev-
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els of selfhood, the worlds and planes with the universe of self, 
and the recapitulation of racial groivth and kingdompconsistencey in the 
basis of the scinece of astrology, -̂ ut for the present thescape of 
study is merely the concept ofthe mind as organized on a fourfold 
pattern, the development of the gift of double vision.

The enlarged recognition of values, following upon a reali
zation of the multiple organization fo elfhood in terms of pwespec-

living of
tive, is gained by the use of miind in racapitulation, by theiadbbagxsdS 
the Iffe of double-'S'ision, aware always of the practical (objective) 
and ideal (subjective) consideration of the space as well as the time, 
the special as well as the universal balues in experience.

The contribution to enduring personality, through the lift
ing of thelife bo power in service, is here the realization of the 
fourfold nature of self, and the consequent forufold birth and death 
of the human personality as represented in theages af man. Ovcult- 
ism preserves thechold’s simplicity, the youth's enthusiasm, and adult- 
ship’s confidence in all the mellowness of maturity’s experience.

The twenty-first note in the commitment of self is therefore 
a complete rounding out of theself in every particulat— both by antic
ipation and fcetantion of experience, by the activity and imagination 
of self— -and classification, or the subjection of all things to per
spective, is keyword of the process. Here is the school of ^Theosophy, 
of cosmos-patterning, and Madame Blavatsky is its px|i3asiprophet.
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S ASIAN FUNDAMENTALS Till COORDIANTE EXPRESSION

This lesson is the consideration of the sixth of eight phases 
in the art of knowledge, and the s&atement of underlying principle, at 
this point in the study of fundamentals, is as follows. Expression 
is co-operation— utilizating the infinite regress of Intelligence (usu
ally visualized as order, or purpose) for the delimitation of individ
ual consciousness, in order t> make possibel a definite sense of the 
form of pattern of individuality as a means of ide tifying absolute 
existence— and In expression the self becomes ±!is own explision, and 
the being is gasped as a dynamic rather than static actuality. As 
this dynamic the being, the self, is termed the individual absolute 
(generally symbolized as the indwelling of divinity within the self) 
and, as synonynous with the self, it in turn symbolizes the perfection 
of self and identifies the potentiality of this perfection in selfhood. 
The terms absolute and individual absolute in the Sabian work are 
words used to identifythe non-definahle and non -knoable, terms of
KffiO®ja±g[&KKx:fcaxx!toi&x£y.thsxiU2Hx&s£&Kak±&xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
convenience only and yet decidely necessary because of the structure
of the thinking powers of man. To think a thing it is necessary to 
have latent in the mind a concept larger than that thing, capabel of 
embracing it, i.e„, holding it in thought, Usually the mind gts 
caught in an infinite regress attempting to think out beyond its ob
jective, sperience, from this world to a greater which creates it, and 
a greater one to create that, and so on. The only way this can be 
stopped is to realize thit what is met is a difficulty of the mind, not 
of the fact-structure of the universe, a difficulty to be met by de
limiting the mind throuh adequate definition. Therefore the abso- 

/"'""N lute is the hypothetical unthinkable in the necessity f thought which 
makes possibl the thinking of ei.ig as the most general temm possible.
The absolute is God. However, God is not to be met only dt* the weary



outposts of the midd, ratherHe is to he found most commonly in the 
center of experience} at Source. Here, in a sense also outside being 
(because He must never be limited by individual being) He is known 
through the individual absolute. God is left as the practical word 
for the absolute in personal Reference, i.e, as disentangled from tne 
difficulties of thought (but absolute, that is, non-definable.) All 
dynamic bing is now to be seen embraced in expresion, and the self 
in tis expressive or explosive aspedt must te gi$en ffgraaa a term. Thi oc
cultism supplies in will, which becomes the self as utulizing the ming 
(or the behicles and domains of slefhood) and the consciousness(or 
the personality and social identity of selfhood), Will is the self 
in action, the aself as real, but the will is truly as non-definabel as 
self. It is a term for root reference in &he dynamic point oi view 
(indeed, identified by Ibn Gabirol as the god of the abeolute element 
in amn), and another word is needed. Thi s issup Ifeed h the babian 
work by experience, or the substance and endu£|rance oi the self as will. 
In the -Sabian instruction the student eventually is brought to the 
point wher the root of his own being lies in his experience, and chis 
experience is purified H^xhxsxsiMH fitd made divine by a stripping away 
from its essential reality of all complication, bringing the will to 
freedom out of bondage and the experience to an elevating rather than 
depressing focus in self, i.e., initiation as a new level of understandin 

The conservation of achievement in the individual is there- 
fidre an enhancement of the experience of life by (1) a slavaging of ev
ery bit of direct experience throughan expansion of memory and a re
valuation Cf both the distressin and gratifying elements of the past,
(2) an enlargement of the anticipation so as to embrace more and more 
experience within the domain of the self’s social co-oper&ion, (3) 
the encouragement of the imagination to the gaining of greater and 
greater vicarious experience (avoiding however the iniinte regress 
in the vast astral histories and vagaries of the memory of hature when
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the mind is taken too far from the basic objective experience of the 
^  now that corrects it, and (M-) the occult borrowing of experience by- 

ten tative and eventuall actual reincarnation (instrufcion beyond the 
scope of the present lesons). All this is co-operation, and in all 
this the prior lessons are brought to a new head. Lessons VI and XIV 
become a special pertinency here. Mood is the active life determinant 
because it is in mood that will and the exterior or co-opertive world 
of ezpression meet. Mood is the being poised in a predicament. And 
money is the barometer of the spiritual authority becaause money is the 
will element in society just as society is the mind elemet of the 
race, and as the ace is the conseiousnesss Element ofn the manifest 
world of being-universal.

The consious approach to life mastery is consequently the
art of expression both in givrng freedom to the will to act and yet
so co-operating with the scheme of things that the mind and consdiou-
ness may yield their fullness of beig, adin this process the sixth
of the abstract numbers, the pentad (the five) is seen as the means
t such an establishment. Instruction in number is now beyond the
soppe of preliminaty lessons which may proeve desperately hard as it is,

sensesbyt the pentad may be seen simply as emboied in the ssss . b f nature 
herself, and as in occultism the whole procedure of fitting an aspirant 
for real spiritual expression becomes a training for the senses. The 
recognition of the little signs in all things that point towards the 
expressin of one toward another is an elevation of the senses, and to 
such signs occultism gives the term signatures. The will comes to 
guide itself by these in the \m y a motorist reads the signs upon the 
highway, and they are particulayly potent because Absolutely individu- 
al, and so beyond definition, i.e., merely the manner in which any 
sort of boject, movement or eoincidence may impress the inner con
sciousness.

The general control of environment 9- or the discipling of



the senses or expression channels of individual man— is expressed in 
occultism through astrolgoy in the patterning of the whole of human 
culture in terms of sense coordinations (of which merely a preliminaty 
suggestion may he given here. Thus, the eyes see, and also are the 
most self-revealing of all agencies to five sighature of self to other 
eyes. The e=s.rs hear, and in the inner ear is the mechanism of bal- 
ande, or social response to Social stimulation.

The enlarged recognition of values, following upon a realiza
tion fo the coordiante nature of selfhood in dynamic being, is built 
upon a disciplne of the senses in the will-aspect of She sense or so- 
cuial nature, but this (sex and esthetics) is beyond the present scope.

The contribution to enduring personality, through the lifting 
of the life to power in service, is here the realziation of the co
ordinate nature of all knowledge, and the necessity that the will and 
expression be organized in the way &he mind's operation are charted. 
•This is accomplished in later instruction by the patterning of the 
point of view through the seven keys b(S knwlTedge.

The twent-second note in the commitment of self is therefore 
a development of a willingness to roung dout the being in perfect co
operation with all other beings— to become what later instruction teicms 
a group spirit/— amd socialization, or confidence in the underlying 
orderliness of all, is keyword of the process. Here is the school of 
science and Frances Bacon may be taken as its prophet.
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SASIAN FUNDAMENTALS XXIII —  REFLEXIVE EVOLUTION

This lesson is a consideration of the seventh of eight phases 
in the art of knowing, and the statement of underlying principle at 
this point in the study of fundamentals, is as follows. Evolution is 
adjustment— utilizing the infinite regress of time for the delimitation 
of the realm of not-self in order to gain an absolute perspective upon 
the spatial or definitely exterior or social sense of individuality—  
and in evolution the slf aligns itself or squares itself with stand
ard. In the art of living all turns in upon source, Am th art of 
thinking all turns in upon will, and in the art of knowing all turns 
in upon experience. Because of the difficulties of words (the perma
nently caugh moo-facets of the race) the clarity of idea desired 
must be built in the mind of the student. Words have to be used be
fore ti is possible t> define them (in other than a reliminary sense), 
and it is necessary to use other winds, often asyet beyond real def- 
initon, in crder to define them. But if anything is not clear to a 
satisfactor degree, the student can always gain such clarity by a re
view of his mateeial. This reyiew, or recapitulation, whether of 
these lessons of og the thoughts and memories of each individual stu
dent, is the turning in upon experience which all art of knowing re
quires. Theindividual himself comes bace to his own experience, over 
and over again, and he does so from constantly shifting points of view 
as it is in this manner only that he can aligil himself with standard, 
i.e., with reality. The difficulty, of course, is tha t in ordinary 
life no means of charting the varying moods of self is given ®scept in 
terms of their contribution or lack of contribution to the dominant 
predicament of the moment. Experience largely is conaelled (made un
real because denied value) by man's bondage to his place in society. 
Occultism therefore hastwo g*eat tasks in the convinving of the stu-



dent of (1) the orderliness of the universe and (2) the orderliness of 
the experience of theself. Science has wholly served occultism in 
the first regard through the popularization of organic evolution, the 
orderly development of species. Whilescience cannot present a whole 
picture it yet proves, to the average non-occult mind, the truth of the 
general principle. Heredity has arisen to parallel organic evolution 
with an orderly pattern for the evolution of chaacter. Through these 
cycles of development han has a practical and largely demonstrable per
spective upon his own real nature. Occultism merely complete the 
picture of evolution by eliminating distinctions between matter and 
spirit, the obdy of man and the man in body, and then by making 
evolution servicable in real knowing by denuing its infinite regress
and so making it reflexive.

The conservation of achievement in the individual is there
fore a development of the integrity of man by a recognition of the 
practical identy of source, will and experience ( of living, thingkkng 
and knowing after making these distinct so this the mind pight have 
actual perspective upon itself) and in this the prior lessons are 
brought to a new head. Lessons VII and M  have a special pertinency
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here. Healing heals when a healing is wished because healing is of 
source, necessarily ( the only reality in man is at the center of self
hood) and this source must be expressed through will, a will that on-

whichly exist through expereince, xxtfe experience is only possible through 
the explosion of selfhood which, the identification of course, is at 
once will and expereince. All real law embodies the consent of the 
governed because law is the relevnet orderliness of a superior predica
ment, and this, as a predicament, is the creation of the will, actu
ated by source and directed by expereince. Man patterns himself in 
the domain where his choide leads him. The co-operative as well as 
the restrictive factors of his general predicament are truly the ere—
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ation of his will in terms of latent or basic choice. That which is 
to be healed is that which the source-will-experience trinity of self
hood has perhaps unwittingly created for itslef in the course of its 
personal evolution. If this personal evolution were a straight-way 
(real as other than a utilized infinite regress of time5, man is 
launched upon an inevitalbility and cna do nothing about it, as God can 
do nothing about it withou a violation of the orderliness of the uni
verse. But evolution is reflexive, ©ntrolled by its center of fefer- 
ence (thus the earthworm, it might be said, endows man with a pattern- 
potential which becomes, through the ages, a backbone, but the worm, it
self certainly known nothing of this, and is unchanged if higher life 
fails to take the step), and reality remains at cehcer. The heridity 
which beastilizes one soul may make society’s benefactor of another, the 
past (in its reality) is as much controlled by choice as the future 
(as has been pointed out).

The conscious approach to life mastery is consequently the 
real grasp and utilization of evolutionay push, the general will in 
all things. Occultism here presents its most brillian doctrine, in
volution. Evolution is adjustment because every step forward is par
alleled bya prior step backward. Man, as spirit, has been before 
where he now stands as body, and he may bridge across the abyss of ex
perience to find the pattern and so the solution of his present predic
ament. From 'God,the soul4 has begun a pilgrimage that took it down 
through the perfection of all expereince,unconsciously, to reach a 
nadir of absolute separation externally grorn source, and to begin an 
upward climb, from source inwardly, through conscious expereince to a 
restoration as an illuminated or conscious entity at its o riginal di
vine estate. There is an elaborate teaching here beyond present scope, 
but it may be seen how it charts the reflexive nature oi all experience
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The general control of environment---or the establishment of achievement
self at its poiint ofXEKhaEBxmtai in evolution, at its place in command 
of that which it has been able to make of significance to itself— is 
expressed in astrology through the identification of the phases of evo
lution in the physical structure of man. This is unstruction lying 
far agead of the beginning student, yet the i<§a of its is easily 
grasped. Within the body are systems of organs, nerves and glands,
While these work in co-operation (in a state of health, at least) they 
really are quite distince, each making manifest a phaseof evolution 
different from the other. It is when an individual consciously con
trols their co-operation that lie gains self-mastery.

The enlarged recognition of values, following upon a realiza
tion of the continuing evolution in self, is built upon the oredering of 
the evolutionary-involutionary co-operatives (beyond present scope),or
the periods, blobes, round and chains of general occultism.through

The contribution to enduring personality, tiaaSHgk thelift- 
ing of the life to power in service, is here the general realizstion 
of the patterning of all creation in the structure of selfhood, and 
the consequent grasp of a rela potentila in power in human development.

The twenty-third note in the commitment of self is therefore 
a willingness to co-operate with the fullness of the universe in self, 
to become a group spirit or a divine agent, and animation or ensoulment 
is keyword of the process. Here is the school of the hexad (the six), 
or Pantheism, and Darwin may be taken as its prophet.
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SABIAN FUNDAMENTALS XXIV —  INTERPRETIVE MANIFESTATION

This lesson is a consideration of the eight of eight phases 
in the art of knowing, and the statement of underlying principle, at 
tnis point in the studey of fundamentals, is as follows. Manifesta
tion is focul— utilizing the infinite regress of space for the delimi
tation of the realm of not-self in orddr to gain an absolute perspec
tive upon the durational or definitely interior or personal sense of 
individuality— and in manifestation the self interprets itself, or 
squares itself with idea, (with inner in contrast with outer standard). 
These lessons have begun with a concept of the conpleteness of the in
ner core of self, and they must end with a concept of the completeness 
of the ebtire outer domain of experience. Manifestation must become 
a friendly, an understood rather than a terrifying and elusive reality. 
Experience must be interestin in the highewse sense of that word, life, 
must be inviting. The motives of the student must not spring from 
that dreafcy plidding along towg®fis the dim light of a future goal which 
characterizes all thinking founded in an infinite regress, but from a 
life seen in present faith and fullness, without thought of the future 
in the sense of any rel limitation or curtailment of what is for the 
sale of what may be. Childeren have to be baited with promises of re
ward, and ulterior motives are a civilising agency, but spiritual 
adultship knows the fullness and completenss of things here and now, 
and so escapes bondage. It is true that things which will be may be 
greater than what now is (if present things are expereince in their 
fullest) but the future, when it is the pressnt, <&n be no more full 
than the pressnt pressnt (evenif that be lived to tha full$. It is 
the defeatest instinct in the pressnt that seeks to forget the past, 
and that looks to the future as the ©lution of the problems of life, 
but it is the illuminated instinct of the Master that finds the past only 
truly enriched, and the future wholly consumated, in the present full-



ness. The initiate is foresighted, not that he takes advantage of the 
situation to come, hut that he enjoys its coming and so participate in 
the future in each present moment, giving now of the full of the self, 
certifying the promkse of life by a constant completeness and dedicai 
tion of all expereince, seeing all manifestation focused in its every 
participant.

The conservation of achievement in the individual is there
fore a focusing and refocusing of selfhood in its greater and greater 
realizations of expereince of its own pitentialites, and in this the 
prior lessons are brought to a new head. Lessons VIII and XVI have a 
special pertinency here. The rifceper the dppth of man the more slowly 
and quietly he comes to know the full of his own potentiidt, because of 
his need to establish every facet of this in the maniffest world which 
supports and sustains his consciousness. The principle is illustrated 
in the tradition that a Master can dwelllonly for a limited period of 
time in any one place, in order &ot to exhast the possibilities of his 
focus of manifestation there. The occultist espMraxexplains this b y say
ing that the atoms of mattr (speicialized units of experience) which are 
needed to make up the Master’s tremerLdoulsy universalized body are from 
many incarnations and innumerable phases of expereince, and that he 
must travel widely to find these and build them anew into his struc
ture of selfhood. Largeness of bfcing is breadth of participateion in 
being, and this the greatest necessity of selfhood (especially the 
aspiring selfhood) is the need to be necessary to others (to be a part 
of the focus of their manifestation) and the need for self-expression 
(to place the focus of self manifestation in as wide a variety of ex
perience as possible). Spiritualized being is therefore social being, 
and to his social responsibilities the aspirant must give utlimate pri
macy, even as he gives initial primacy to his touch with Source.

The conscious approach to life mastery is consequently the 
charting of the element of fotms in expereince, which in its simplest
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aspect is the study and obseraaace of human natuere, the Staring of ex
perience vicariously b* meas of its fruitage i character. Occult
ism organizes this by a charting of the differe nces m  human kind 
through root races and subraces of mankind, probably the <rown of mod
ern occultism. S r f S  levels are established in civilization, with 
varying emphasis of human values (both good and evil) and peoples and 
nations so made symbolic of one or another focus of general manifesta
tion in humanity. In this, history becomes a process and not an ac
cident, civilization an experience and not an accomplishment, ban 
masters life for himself by seeking to master it for his fellows along 
with himself, he sfeeks to become a social power si that he may be a
perfected individual, he seessocial responsibility as the way to real 
illumination.

The general control of environment— or the expansion ofself 
as a focus for all men as well as for self, fir all reality as well as 
for mere self-interest— is expressed in the durational cycles of the 
various phases of self, of astrology in itc common or horosc&pial func
tion. For the non-astrologer this is a recoggition of the cycles of 
normal life, the factors of yout and maturity, of secular and reli- 
gioos activiti s, or business and political phases. In all cases it 
is the enhancement of reality as the focus of enduring factors manifest 
in increasingly side divergenceies of life relationships. Modern sci
ence and modern occultism together are brought to beair upon the disen 
tanglement of clashing interests in the predicaments of life, so that 
common interest may take the place of a clash interest, and that 
life focus may become the focus of all manifestation.

The enlarged recognitionof values, following upon a reali
zation of the powwr of the self to be and to be of power in the center
of its complex of predicaments, is a projection of self-value out and 
beyond the present capacity of experience. On its most objective or
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practical level this is living a life of ideals, a sacrifice of lesser 
^  selfish to greater socila inteeestsm but in occultism it is more, be

coming expereince through the invisible fellowship of the Lodge of the 
Immortals, working with the Brotheres and growing into one of their 
company (the goal for personal development in all general occultism). 
Theis is a consideration beyond pressnt scope except in its bare idea. 
In effect, it is the projection of the foucs of self beyond the experi
ence of self, so that expereince becomes transcendental and man becomes 
able to life the race itself (as a literal group spirit# among men).

The contribution oto enduring personality, throggh this lift
ing of the life to power in service, is here the shaping of life to the 
new or transcendent £ohus of self, and shch is organized through the 
sacraments of faith, by which life itself is given transcendent reali
ty. The details here belong to other work, but the idea is basic,

^  personality taking full place in a scheme of the all.
The twenty-fourth note in the commitment of self is therefore 

a dedication of the self to manifestation as a whole, upon top of its 
giving itself to Source, or an absolute fulfillment of every promise of 
life, and eomsummation is keyword of the process. Here is the school 
of the seven, or heptad, the School of the Illuminati or social unifica' 
tion of all life, and Hegel &ay be taken as its prophet.



SABIAN FUNDAMENTALS XMV ** THE APPROACH TO FAITH

This lesson is a consideration of the first of two outlines 
of general reading for the aspirant, the suggestions for the study 
necessary iBr porfitable beyond the material and references of the reg
ular weekly and special graded work, and the initial problem here is 
that of the tempeaament of the student. There are two extremes 
of those individuals who read too little, and those who read too much.
Reading, as every other activity of life, may become involved in an 
inhibition upon the one hand or may become an agency of psychological 
suidide upon the other, and the punpose of the Sabian work, so fiar as 
&Mdy is concerned, is far less the imparting of information than the 
elimination of inhibitions and especially the heading off of the des- 
peratelycommon self-destruction among men and women everywhere. The 
inhibition in connection with reading is in principl the lack(con
sciously or subconsciously) of sufficient backgroun to read with real 
understanding, books and other material simply serving to rub the nose 
of self in it s inadequacy. For students who find reading diffi
cult the slow leaven of the lessons is permitted to work (building up 
gradually a conscious knowledge of life and being that makes real read
ing possible, expecially breaking down the fear of worcs as words) and 
aside from a minimum of collateral reading outside the lessons (as de
manded in the Ritual of Living) a peusal of current periodicals, bi-
osranhy and material on a living world and its affairs, is recommended 
in lieu of any unprofitable forcing of the self through a pi e , specialized and more or less heavy texts. The psychological suicide
which represents the extreme in the other diredtion is the galloping
through books, rituals, obligations and various procedures for the
sake of being through them rather than gainign expereince in an of
them in the now of doing, or reading to apss the time away and using
literary material particularly to break down the present reality and



to build up either the past or future with its soul-destroying infi
nite regress. For such students an organization of materialis a 
prime essential, and to this the almost over-emphasized structure of 
all the Sabian lessons is specially direct d. To it alio the reading 
lists of these final two lessons are directed. Heading must be an 
art, not a means to an end, and study must be an experience, not a 
task from theone point of view, nor an empty pastime from the other.
The first of fourteen lists (in these two lessons) is the basic oc© 
ult group, and it must be understood that no one of these books is 
wholly adequate, and that their values is in their suggestiveness or in 
the experience they give, not in the facts (and the very large amount 
of what can only be terme, in kindness, alleged facts) the impart^

In general the aspirant can well live, and move, and have his being 
for the first half dozen years of his questing, in the Secret Doctrine, 
the Comte de Gabalislf the Apocalypse Unsealed and ( from a following 
list) the Divine Mind or Fifth Ennead of Pldjtinus.

Secret Doctrine (H.P.Blavatsky)
Mahatma Letters to A.P. Sinnet (also the Blavatsky Letters)
Rosicrucian Cosmo-Comception (Max Heindel)
Outline of Occult Science (Rudolph Steiner)
Hidden Way Across the Threshold (J.C Street)
Comte de Gab&lis (Abbe de Villars)
Apocalypse Unsealed (James M. Pruse^And any or all material written or issued by Manly P. Hall

The occult fiction list may well center as follows:
Zanoni (Bulwer-Lytton)
Strange Story, The (Bulwer-Lytton)
Ardath (Marie Corelli)
Wave, The (Algernon Blackwood)

The initial readin in philosopheical texts shoud be
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Plotinius, Enneads of (Translation by Stephen Kackeana)
Plato’s Republic Phaedo and Symposium (Translated by Jowett)

The readin in modern New Though should at least touch 
Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures (Mary Baker Eddy)
Primary Lessons in Christian Living and Healing (Annie Rix Militz) 
Healing Currents (Walter DeVoe)
In Tune With the Infinite (Ralph Waldo Trine)
Lessons in Truth (H. Emile Cady)
T he Game of Life and How t> Play It (Florence Scovel Shinn)
Light on the Pth (Mabel Collins)
The Creative Light (Wesley La Violette)

The so-called Eastern Path (Yoga) requires the following: 
Bhagavad Gita 
Yoga grita of Patanjali

The study of astroloty may be supplement! by 
How to Learn Astrology (Marc Edmund Jones)
Guidd to Horoscope Interpretation (Marc Edmund Jones)

The reading in comparitive religions, or the real back§aaienof 
the approach to faith (the eventula source of all occult and New 
Thought material in the deeper experince of the race, itself, as this 
is preserved by religion in sacred writings) is the most formidable 
task before the student who wishes to make his ten years of work count 
for the most. Where no large library facilities are avail: able for him 
he faces almot insurmountable difficulties in getting the best of the 
material, but he always has the encycolpaedias, usually the Sacred 
Books of the East (edited by Max Muller), and e en in the smallest li
brary a devoted willingness to help him, to which it would be ungra- 

^  cious hot to respond. Above all other things he must dhape his read
ing to the principle that he will not read for more than half an hour 
in anything that does not vitally compel his interest. At the begin-



ning he had "best read here and there, window shop in the material, un
til it becomes alive to him. The list now given touches in part the 
texts of the faiths and in part gives material about them (the approach 
of the list chronological).
Hymns of the Hig Veda (R.T,Griffith)
Thirteen Principal TJpanishads (R.E, Hume)
Hinduism (Monier-Williams)
Buddahism (Moiiier - Williams)
Heart of Hainism (Mrs. S. Stevenson)
Religion of the Sikhs (Dorothy Field)
Three Religions of China (W.E. Soothill)
Chinese Classies (J. Legge)
Story of Oriental Philosophy (L« Adams Beck)
Confucianism and Its Rivals (H.A.Giles)
Lao-tse1b Tao-Teh-King (Paul Carus)
Shinto, the Way of the Gods (W.G.Aston)
The Holy Scriptures.....Masseretic Text (Jewish English Bible) 
Religion of Israel (H.P.Smith)
Early Zoroastrianism (J.H. Moulton)
Treasure of the Magi (J.H. Moulton)
Holy Qu&an (Muhammid Ali)
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SABI AN FUNDAMENTALS XXVI —  THE APPROACH TO KNOWLEDGE

®iis lesson is a consideration of the secon of two outlines 
of general reading for the aspirant, the suggestions for the study nec
essary or profitable beyond the material and references of the regular 
weekly and special graded worlf and the final great proolem ner^ is 
that of the student’s general orientation to the world about him. The 
poi&t of view of the apirant for illumination is quite differed t fom 
t: hat of the conventionalized thinking of the roe, as these lessens 
have shown, and consequently there ia a danger that the student will 
become unsocialized and by his very study for greater usefulness actu
ally be made useless in the social scheme of things. Therefore it is 
necessry that the approach to knowledg e be at 11 times squoted with 
the genuine canons of knowledge in less specialized racial experience, 
and the way to this is to carry along, with so-called "higher studiea", 
an acquaintanceship with conventional points of veiw and achievements.
Thei lists which are now to be given are all for this purpose ox orien- 
taion, and the student should approach any of this reading with the 
idea that he is familiarizing himself with world currents of thought 
in order to be able to express, in their terms, any revelation coming 
to him. Here is the coin of social balue upon a wholly practical lev
el. Ho smuggness in a /valuation of the occult is to be permitted in 
others by the aspirant, but hftsis able not to match littleness with little 
ness by becoming equally smug or self-sure in a condescending appraach 
to non-occult knowledge. The material now offered presents the fruit
age of truly great brilliance of thinking, and this must be respected 
if any value is to be gained to m  the reading. The firfet list is the 
philosophical, and there are a myriad of books that might be recommend
ed as well as these, but those are of particulr value from the p ant 
of view of the Sabian work, and in their general acceptance in conven
tional circles of thought. The lists are alphebetical, aud. have
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some revision in January, 1950).
Bradley, F.H. 
Dewey, John 
Hocking, W.E. 
Jones. M.E. 
Randall & Buchler

Appearance and Reality 
Democracy and Education 
Meaning of §od in Human Experience 
George Sylvester Morris 
Philosophy: An Introduction

Whatever histories of philosphhy are convenient 
The eneycoopaedias for general orientation 
Texts of t^hegreat philosophers for advanced work

The list upon the subject of religious though cannot have 
the general acceptance of other lists, because of the great variety of 
opinion and point of view. The range here in point of view is from 
Catholic through Protestant to humanism or ethical responsibility di
vorced from all faith in divine incarnation, giving the Sabian student 
some degree of orian&ation in thfe more dominant trends of religious
thinking,

' Fosdick, H.E, The Man From Nazareth 
Conflicts in Religious Thought 
Gandi Lives
Humanism as a Philosophy 
The Christ of the New Testament 
Faith and History 
The Philosophy of Civilization 
Lead Kindly Light 
Peace of Soul

The list upon the psychology of religion need be at no great 
length, and is principally for those who will not be interested in any 
reading in genesis. psychology (for those who will be, however,it will be 

<****'•■ of very great supplementary vlue) • It is an old point of view in 
comparison withp resent trends in psychology.
Edward K. Religious Experience
James. W Varieties of Religions Experience

Harkness, Georgia 
Jones. M.E. 
Lamont, Corliss
More, P.E,
Neivuhr, Reinhold 
Schweitzer, A. 
Sheean, Vincent 
Sheen, F.J.
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Pratt, J.3. Religious Consciousness

The list for Bible background is an obvious field.
Barton, G.S. 
Delitzsch F. 
Edersheim, A. 
Fowler, W.W. 
Miller, Maude J. 
Ottley, R.L. 
Ramsay, W.M. 
Sanday, W.
Smith G.A.
Smith W.R.

Archaeology and the Bible 
Jewish Artisan Life in the Time of uur Lord 
Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah 
Socail Life at Rome 
Encyclopaedia of Bilbe Life 
Short History of the Hebrews 
Luke, the physician 
Sacred Sites of the Gospels 
Historical Geography of the HOjjfy Land 
Kinship and Mariiage in Early Arabia

Tristam, H.B. Pathways of Palestine
Trumbull. H.C. Studies in Oriental Social Life

The science list need b£ no list ar all in the sense ofogiv- 
ing a selection ofgroup titles, largely for the reason that there is 
continual progress that cannot be caught in any list designed to serve 
over a period of years. The student should seek advice in the librar
ies available to him, endeavoring to follow general progress rather 
than half-mastering specialized detail beyond him. In general he 
should read (1) the current speculation^, based upon the stage of dis
covery at a given pperiod, and (2) the standard texts--as these are sub
jected to constant revision, in the fields of physical, grafefoc social and 
abstract science--always indulging the bent of his own interest.

The humanistic or general cultural list againcannot be actu
al, partly for the same reason and pattly becaase of the tremendous 
variance in taste and in the books available for varied tastes. In
general the student should read history, biography, geography andxusx 
material in all the arts (very especially poetry, if he is able to devel 
op a real discrimination), and he should ah Ive all else ^eep himself
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definitely oosted on current events in general world trends*
The psychology list offers The deepest go .ng for the ieu.1 

student. Here is no place for the timid soul, ior this is ti±e field 
in which human intelligence is at present making its most spectacular 
strides. The true occult student should he well posted in all Hie 
trends (broadly repr s utod "below at the mime ox writing).
Adler, a.
Allport, G.W, 
Babcock & Clausen 
Freud, S.
Hilgard, B.H. 
Homey, K.
Ill'll, C.L.
James, V/.
Jung, C.G*
Koiilir W.
Landis &Bolles 
KcDougall* V, 
Morgan, C.L. 
Poffenberger, A.T. 
Thorndike T’.L. 
Watson J,B.

Study of Organ Inferiority
Personal ity, a Psycho ogica Interpretation 
Genetics in delation to agriculture 
General In roduetion to Psychoanalysis 
Theories of Learning 
Hew Ways in Psychoanalysis 
Hypnosis and Suggestibility 
Principles of Psychology 
Psychology of the Unconscious 
Gestalt Psychology 

Te xtbook of Abnormal Psychology 
Outline of Psychology 
Emergent Evolution 
Principles of Applied P sychology 
Kan and His -orks
Psychology from Standpoint of a Beliaviorist


